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1. Introduction
The Ohio Kentucky Indiana Regional Council of Governments (OKI) Regional Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) Architecture is a roadmap for transportation systems integration in
the eight county southwestern Ohio (Butler, Clermont, Hamilton, and Warren), northern
Kentucky (Boone, Campbell, and Kenton), and southeastern Indiana (Dearborn) region over the
next ten years. The architecture has been developed through a cooperative effort by the region's
transportation agencies, covering all modes and all roads in the region. The architecture
represents a shared vision of how each agency’s systems will work together in the future, sharing
information and resources to provide a safer, more efficient, and more effective transportation
system for travelers in the region.
The architecture is an important tool that may be used by:




Operating Agencies to recognize and plan for transportation integration opportunities in
the region.
Planning Agencies to better reflect integration opportunities and operational needs into
the transportation planning process.
Other organizations and individuals that use the transportation system in the OKI region.

The architecture provides an overarching framework that spans all of these organizations and
individual transportation projects. Using the architecture, each transportation project can be
viewed as an element of the overall transportation system, providing visibility into the
relationship between individual transportation projects and ways to cost-effectively build an
integrated transportation system over time.

1.1 Description of the Region
The greater Cincinnati region, serving more than two million people, includes the southwestern
Ohio counties of Butler, Clermont, Hamilton and Warren, northern Kentucky counties of Boone,
Campbell and Kenton, and Dearborn County in Indiana (see Figure 1-1). For purposes of this
updated ITS architecture plan, the Cincinnati region is defined as the eight-county area, also
known as the OKI (Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana) region. The region has over 175 miles of interstates
and other expressways. OKI is the metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the Greater
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area responsible for transportation planning and air quality
conformity.
The ITS architecture for the OKI region provides a ten year outlook for ITS activities in the region.
The architecture addresses existing ITS systems as well as those planned for development over
the next 10 years. It represents a snapshot of the currently anticipated projects based on
information from stakeholders. As such, the architecture will be updated on a regular basis to
ensure that it maintains accurate representation of the region.
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The architecture covers services across a broad range of ITS, including traffic management,
transit management, traveler information, emergency services, archived data management,
maintenance and construction operations, commercial vehicle services, and electronic payment.
Figure 1-1 OKI Region Map
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2. Regional ITS Architecture Development Process
A five-step process was used to develop and update the regional ITS architecture: 1) review the
2016 OKI Regional ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan and update the regional ITS architecture,
including the inventory of architecture elements and the set of customized ITS Services Packages
to be provided, 2) establish an ITS Architecture Committee to assist in the review and
development of ITS services and projects, 3) conduct stakeholder outreach through an online
survey distributed via email, 4) update the 2016 OKI regional ITS architecture and strategic plan
for review, and 5) finalize the ITS architecture.

2.1 Review the 2016 OKI Regional ITS Architecture
The initial regional ITS architecture, created in 2001, along with the 2008 and 2016 updates were
developed using Turbo Architecture, a tool developed by the Federal Highway Administration to
document ITS architectures. This review focused on the documents produced for the 2016
architecture update.

2.2 Establish ITS Architecture Committee
An ITS Architecture Committee was established to assist in the development and review of the
updated Regional ITS Architecture. ITS Architecture Committee meetings were held directly
following the Intermodal Coordinating Committee (ICC) meetings and included updates on the
progress of the ITS Architecture update and discussions of existing and proposed ITS technology
and projects implemented throughout the OKI region. Attendees of the committee meetings
included:
Figure 2-1 ITS Architecture Committee Participants
Name
Gregory Wilkens
John Gardocki
Cheri Rekow
Chris Anderson
Debbie Conrad
Dane Blackburn
Craig Walker
Chris Moran
Mary Huller
Anne Rahall
Edward Williams

Job Title
Engineer
Planning and Special Projects Manager
Senior Planner
Director of Community Development
Senior Project Manager
District Planning Supervisor
Transportation Engineering
Technologist III
OKI Community Liaison
Sr. Manager/Grants Admin. &
Development
Marketing Coordinator
Vice President

Company
Butler County Engineer's Office
Butler County Regional Transit Authority
City of Cincinnati - DOTE
City of Forest Park
CVG
KYTC District 6
KYTC District 6
League of Women Voters Cincinnati
SORTA
TEC Engineering, Inc.
TEC Engineering, Inc.
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2.3 Stakeholder Outreach Survey
In June and July 2021, an online stakeholder survey was developed and distributed, via email, to
a list of more than 200 stakeholders in the region. The stakeholder list was derived from a
database of Intermodal Coordinating Committee participants, regional transportation agencies,
regional environmental agencies, and regional emergency management agencies. There were a
total of 23 agencies that responded to the survey. These agencies included:
Figure 2-2 Stakeholder Outreach Survey Agency Participants

Agency

State

Boone County Fiscal Court

KY

Butler County Engineer's Office

OH

Butler County Regional Transit Authority

OH

City of Blue Ash

Provided ITS
Project List

Completed
Needs
Assessment

OH











City of Cincinnati, Department of Transportation
and Engineering

OH





City of Covington
City of Covington Department of Public Works

KY
KY

City of Hamilton

OH

City of Springdale

OH

City of Trenton

OH

Clermont County Engineer's Office
Federal Highway (FHWA) Kentucky Division

OH
KY

Hamilton County

OH

Kenton County Airport Board - CVG

KY

Kenton County Fiscal Court

KY

Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT)
Ohio Kentucky Indiana Regional Council of
Governments (OKI)
Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority (SORTA)

OH





























OH







Transportation Authority of Northern Kentucky
(TANK)

KY





Warren County Emergency Services

OH

Warren County Transit Service

OH

Woodlawn Fire Department

OH









TEC Engineering, Inc.
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The intent of the survey was to gather feedback regarding existing and future ITS technology and
projects along with prioritizing common transportation needs that could be addressed through
the use of ITS technologies. The results were used as a primary input source in updating the OKI
Regional ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan.
Needs assessment areas included Incident Management, Traffic Management, Emergency
Management, Public Transportation, Maintenance Operations, Traveler Information, and
Information Management. Within each needs area respondents were asked to prioritize a list of
transportation needs related to that specific needs area as a low, medium or high need, or not a
need at all. Responses to the survey helped update the regional ITS Architecture and formulate
a strategic plan.
Of the respondents who completed the Needs Assessment portion of the survey, 96 percent were
from public agencies. The general consensus amongst respondents was that traffic signal
interconnection and coordination and improving traffic congestion mitigation within the Traffic
Management Needs Assessment Area, and improving traffic safety within the Emergency
Management Needs Assessment Area should be high priorities when identifying and
implementing future ITS technologies. Respondents were split between ranking the remaining
transportation needs as either medium or high priorities. Full survey results can be found in
Appendix A.

2.4 Update the 2016 OKI Regional ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Turbo Architecture software version 7.1 was used to update to the 2016 OKI Regional ITS
Architecture. In the years since, Federal Highway (FHWA) transitioned to a new software package
entitled The Regional Architecture Development for Intelligent Transportation (RAD-IT). Version
9.1 of this software package was used to update the 2022 OKI Regional ITS Architecture.
The 2008 and 2016 Regional ITS Architecture updated each existing or future service expected in
the region. The service package diagram for that service from the National ITS Architecture was
edited so that each National ITS Architecture subsystem or terminator was associated with the
local stakeholder element name. Where a service had more than one instance in the region
multiple instances of a service package were developed. This included creating a service package
instance for each ITS project in the region.
During the 2022 regional architecture update a simplified approach was used to update the
service packages within the architecture. Instead of creating and maintaining multiple instances
for each service package to account for all ITS projects and technologies in the region, a more
general approach was established where service package instances were grouped together by
state. In RAD-IT, existing and future ITS projects and technologies are now listed in the “Start”
tab under “Projects” and then attached to a service package instance in the “Services” tab. This
approach allowed for additional project details to be included, as well as an implementation
timeframe for each future planned project.
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A new element of the 2022 regional architecture was the inclusion of a Connected Vehicle /
Automated Vehicle (CV/AV) update to the architecture. This update incorporates the Ohio
Statewide CV/AV Architecture into the regional ITS architecture. The development of the
Statewide CV/AV Architecture was led by DriveOhio/Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT)
to streamline project planning and development for CV/AV technology in Ohio. This update
primarily concentrated on ITS projects and technology occurring in the Ohio portion of the OKI
region. Further details of this update, provided by DriveOhio, can be found in Appendix B.
With the CV/AV architecture updated for the Ohio portion of the OKI region, OKI staff then
expanded the CV/AV architecture to include both the Kentucky and Indiana portions of the
region. This included updating service packages to incorporate Kentucky and Indiana CV/AV ITS
projects and technology.

2.5 Requirements of the Final FHWA Rule and FTA Policy on Architecture
The FHWA Final Rule (23CFR 940) and FTA Policy on Intelligent Transportation System
Architecture and Standards, which took effect on April 8, 2001 defines a set of requirements that
regional ITS architectures should meet. Figure 2-3 below shows how the requirements of the rule
are met by the outputs developed for the OKI Regional ITS Architecture.
Figure 2-3 Mapping of Requirements to Architecture Outputs
Regional ITS Architecture Requirements
Description of region
Identification of participating agencies and
other stakeholders
An operational concept that identifies the
roles and responsibilities of participating
agencies and stakeholders
A list of any agreements (existing or new)
required for operations
Interface requirements and information
exchanges with planned and existing systems
and subsystems
Functional requirements
Identification of ITS standards supporting
regional and national interoperability
The sequence of projects required for
implementation

Where Requirements documented
Section 1.1
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. Also available in the
hyperlinked web site and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 3 and Appendix C. Also available in the
hyperlinked web site and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 4 Also available in the hyperlinked web site
and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 5. Also available in the hyperlinked web site
and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 6. Also available in the hyperlinked web site
and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 7. Also available in the hyperlinked web site
and in the RAD-IT database.
Section 8 and the Strategic Plan (Section 9)
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3. Operational Concept
An Operational Concept documents each stakeholder’s current and future roles and
responsibilities in the operation of the regional ITS systems across a range of transportation
services. The services covered are:













Archived Data System: The operation of systems to collect transportation data for use in
non- operational purposes (e.g. planning and research).
Commercial Vehicle Operations: This area addresses the management of the efficiency,
safety, and operation of commercial vehicle fleets and the movement of freight. It
includes activities that expedite the authorization process for freight to move across
national and other jurisdictional boundaries, activities that expedite inter–modal
transfers of freight and the operation of freight vehicles that exchange information on the
motor carrier, the vehicle, the driver, and, in some cases, the cargo to enhance freight
operations and management.
Emergency Management: This area addresses the management by public safety agencies
of emergencies in the transportation network including those relating to HAZMAT
materials that are transported through the transportation network. It covers public safety
(police, fire, and emergency medical services) agencies using emergency management
services to improve their response to emergency situations. The area also addresses how
emergency operations centers interact with transportation and public safety agencies to
support response to disasters and for evacuations impacting the transportation network.
Freeway Management: This area addresses the management of the movement of all
types of vehicles and travelers throughout the freeway network. It deals with information
collection, dissemination, and processing for the freeway system. It covers both
automated monitoring and control activities as well as decision–making processes (both
automated and manual) that address real–time incidents and other disturbances on the
transportation network, as well as managing travel demand as needed to maintain overall
mobility.
Incident Management: This area addresses the management by public safety agencies of
traffic incidents in the transportation network including those relating to HAZMAT
materials that are transported through the transportation network. It covers public safety
(police, fire, and emergency medical services) agencies using emergency management
services to improve their response to traffic incidents.
Maintenance and Construction: This area addresses the monitoring, maintaining,
improving, and managing of the roadway physical condition and its associated
infrastructure equipment, as well as the available resources necessary to conduct these
activities. This area also includes work zone management and safety, and the
dissemination of maintenance and construction activities to other centers.
Parking Management: This area addresses the management of parking operations
including both space management and the electronic payment for parking. This area
supports communication and coordination between equipped parking facilities and
regional coordination between parking facilities and traffic and transit management
7
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systems. It includes monitoring and managing parking spaces and in lots, garages, and
other parking areas and facilities.
Surface Street Management: This area addresses the management of the movement of
all types of vehicles, travelers and pedestrians throughout the surface street network. It
deals with information collection, dissemination, and processing for the surface streets.
It covers both automated monitoring and control activities as well as decision–making
processes (both automated and manual) that address real–time incidents and other
disturbances on the transportation network, as well as managing travel demand as
needed to maintain overall mobility.
Transit Services: This area addresses the management, operations, maintenance and
security of public transportation to enable them to provide transit services that operate
in a timely and efficient manner, delivering operational information, including multimodal
information to the operators and users. This area covers both fixed route and demand
response systems, as well as those passenger rail systems operated by transit agencies.
Traveler Information: This area addresses the provision of both static and dynamic
information about the transportation network to users both prior to and during their
trips. It includes information about multi–modal options and transfers and the status of
other transportation modes for use by the users. Providing static and dynamic signage
information directly to drivers through in–vehicle devices is also covered by this area.

Additional details, including stakeholder roles and responsibilities, can be found in Appendix C.
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4. Agreements
There are several types of arrangements associated with the interfaces included when deploying
ITS projects within the region. This section gives a brief introduction to agreements. Data
exchanges between systems require agreements on the transmission protocol and data formats
to ensure compatibility. Coordinating field device operations owned by different agencies
requires defined procedures for submitting message requests and rules governing when such
requests can be honored. Such coordination can be done with informal arrangements such as a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Sharing control of field devices operated by different
agencies, on the other hand, involves more liability issues, which requires more formal
agreements. Coordinated incident response may also require formal agreements, but also
requires group training of personnel from various agencies. While all interfaces involve
agreements for data compatibility, agreements for procedure and operation as well as training
can also be critical elements to optimizing the benefits of the architecture. Figure 4-1 identifies
types of potential agreements that could be used by agencies in the region.
Figure 4-1 Types of Agreements
Type of Agreement
Handshake
Agreement

Memorandum of
Understanding

Interagency
Agreement
Intergovernmental
Agreement
Operational
Agreement

Funding Agreement

Description
Early agreement between one or more partners.
Not recommended for long term operations.
Initial agreement used to provide minimal detail and usually demonstrating a
general consensus.
Used to expand a more detailed agreement like an Interagency Agreement
which may be broad in scope but contains all of the standard contract clauses
required by a specific agency.
May serve as a means to modify a much broader Master Funding Agreement,
allowing the master agreement to cover various ITS projects throughout the
region and the MOUs to specify the scope and differences between the
projects.
Between public agencies (e.g., transit authorities, cities, counties, etc.) for
operations, services or funding.
Documents responsibility, functions and liability, at a minimum.
Between governmental agencies (e.g., Agreements between universities and
State DOT, MPOs and State DOT, etc.).
Between any agency involved in funding, operating, maintaining or using the
right-of-way of another public or private agency.
Identifies respective responsibilities for all activities associated with shared
systems being operated and/or maintained.
Documents the funding arrangements for ITS projects (and other projects).
Includes at a minimum standard funding clauses, detailed scope, services to
be performed, detailed project budgets, etc.
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Type of Agreement

Master Agreements

Description
Standard contract and/or legal verbiage for a specific agency and serving as a
master agreement by which all business is done. These agreements can be
found in the legal department of many public agencies.
Allows states, cities, transit agencies, and other public agencies that do
business with the same agencies over and over (e.g., cities and counties) to
have one Master Agreement that uses smaller agreements (e.g., MOUs,
Scope-of-Work and Budget Modifications, Funding Agreements, Project
Agreements, etc.) to modify or expand the boundaries of the larger
agreement to include more specific language.

There are several agreements that already exist in the region. In addition to these existing
agreements, the OKI Regional ITS Architecture was used to determine a set of agreements that
may need to be put into place in order to implement the interconnections described by the
architecture. This output, along with a listing of existing agreements throughout the region, can
be found as tables in the following section for the OKI region.

4.1 Existing Agreements
The practice and preference of agencies in the OKI region has been to cooperate through
simplified agreements such as letters and MOUs. Through a history of good working
relationships, agencies have developed trust for one another. This has allowed them to proceed
with jointly sponsored projects using simplified agreements that document the level of funding
for each agency.
Figure 4-2 Existing Institutional Agreements
Agencies

Type of
Agreement

Description

ODOT, KYTC

Master
Agreement

For the service and upkeep of ITS equipment in the OKI
region that is monitored by ODOT Statewide TMC.

ODOT, TANK

Handshake
Agreement

ODOT traffic information to transit agency to aid transit
agency in determining travel times or if an alternate
route is necessary.

ODOT, SORTA

Handshake
Agreement

ODOT, Hamilton County

Handshake
Agreement

ODOT, City of Cincinnati

Handshake
Agreement

ODOT traffic information to transit agency to aid transit
agency in determining travel times or if an alternate
route is necessary.
Agreement allows Hamilton County to regulate the
Computer Aided Dispatch, as well as ODOT providing
ROC with direct video footage from ODOT cameras.
ODOT to provide link to video footage to the city.
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Type of
Agreement

Agencies
ODOT, Cincinnati Television
Channel (5, 9, 12, Metro)
SORTA, TANK
SORTA, TANK, BCRTA

Description

Media
Agreement

Allows station to display video of traffic feed from ODOT
camera while ODOT still holds the rights to the footage.

Handshake
Agreement
Handshake
Agreement

For TANK’s use of Metro’s radio dispatching equipment
and frequency.
All three agencies use Transit App with EZfare for fixedroute mobile ticketing.

4.2 Potential Agreements
The Regional ITS Architecture can be used to determine a set of agreements that may need to be
put into place in order to implement the interconnections described by the architecture. Figure
4-3 identifies agreements that may be needed between pairs of stakeholders described in the
OKI ITS Architecture.
Figure 4-3 Potential Institutional Agreements
Potential Parties to Agreement
ODOT, INDOT

Purpose
Expansion of ITS service area into Indiana, along I-275 loop.

SORTA, TANK

For the use of a joint scheduling system.
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5. Interfaces and Information Exchanges
5.1 Top Level Regional System Interconnect Diagram
A system interconnect diagram, or sausage diagram, shows the systems and primary types of
interconnections in the region. The National ITS Architecture interconnect diagram has been
customized for the OKI region based on the information gathered from the stakeholders and
system inventory. Figure 5-1 summarizes the existing and planned ITS elements for the region in
the context of a physical interconnect. Elements (and their primary associated National ITS
Architecture entity) are called out in the boxes surrounding the main interconnect diagram. In
the center of the exhibit the rectangles represent the subsystems of the National ITS
Architecture.
The diagram also identifies the three basic types of communications used to interconnect the
elements of the architecture. (Note: It does not describe the exact interconnections between the
elements.) These communications types are defined as:


Fixed point to fixed point Communications: A communications link serving stationary
entities. It may be implemented using a variety of public or private communications
networks and technologies that may physically include wireless (e.g., fiber optic). Both
dedicated and shared communications resources may be used. This includes
interconnects defined in ARC-IT as Center-to-Center, Field-to-Field, or Center-to-Field.



Wide Area Wireless Communications: A communications link that provides
communications via a wireless device between a user and an infrastructure-based system.
Both broadcast (one-way) and interactive (two-way) communications services are
grouped into wide-area wireless communications. These links support a range of services
including real-time traveler information and various forms of fleet communications.



Dedicated Short Range Communications: A wireless communications channel used for
close proximity communications between vehicles and the immediate infrastructure. It
supports location-specific communications for ITS capabilities such as toll collection,
transit vehicle management, driver information, and automated commercial vehicle
operations.
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Figure 5-1 OKI Regional System Interconnect Diagram
Commercial Vehicle Administration Center
Indiana Motor Carrier Services
*Kenton County CVO Administration
KPSC Commercial Vehicle Registration
System
Emergency Management Center
PUCO Commercial Vehicle Registration
BCRTA Transit System Dispatch
System
City and County Law Enforcement
Transportation Information Center
Coast Guard Operations Center
BCRTA Traveler Information System
CVG Operations Center
Cincinnati Public Information Office
Emergency Alert System
*City and County Public Information
Indiana State Police Communications
Systems
Center
CVG Operations Center
Indiana State Police Posts
GoKY
Indiana Statewide Emergency Operations
INDOT CARS 511 System
Center
*INDOT Rest Area Tourist Information
Kentucky Emergency Alert System
Centers
Kentucky Statewide Emergency Operations
INDOT Traveler Information System
Center
KYTC Central Office
KSP Communications Center
KYTC Office of Public Affairs
KSP Troop Posts
*KYTC Rest Area Tourist Information
Ohio State Highway Patrol State
Centers
Communications Center
Media Outlets
Ohio Statewide EOC/JDF
National Weather Service
*Private Ambulance Provider Dispatch
ODOT / KYTC Traveler Information System
Private Tow/Wreckers Dispatch
ODOT 511 Telephone Information Service
Regional 911 Call Centers
ODOT OHGO Traveler Information System
Regional Operations Center
ODOT Public Information Office
Regional Public Safety Dispatch Centers
*ODOT Rest Area Tourist Information
*School District Dispatch
Centers
SORTA Transit Dispatch Center
*Ohio Mobility Apps
SOSINK Communications Network
Private Weather Service Systems
TANK Transit System Dispatch
Private Traveler Information Systems
University of Cincinnati Department of
SORTA Traveler Information System
Public Safety
TANK Traveler Information System
Maint and Constr Management Center
*Truck Parking Website
BCRTA Equipment and Fleet Service
TV and Radio Stations

Fleet and Freight Management Center
*Fleet and Freight Management Systems
*Private Fleet and Freight Operators
Private Rail Operations Center

Facilities
Cincinnati Maintenance Garage
Cincinnati Public Services Department
City and County Maintenance Operations
City and County Maintenance Operations
Hamilton County Maintenance Division
INDOT Seymour District Maintenance
Garages
KYTC District 6 Maintenance Garages
KYTC District 6 Maintenance Operations
Local Transit Equipment and Fleet Service
Facilities
Municipal/County Equipment Repair
Facility
ODOT District 8 Maintenance Garages
ODOT Storage Facilities
Other City and County Maintenance
Dispatch Facilities
SORTA Equipment and Fleet Service
Facilities
TANK Equipment and Fleet Service
Facilities

Traffic Management Center
KYTC Frankfort TOC
ODOT ATMS
ODOT Statewide TMC
TRIMARC (KYTC)
Cincinnati Traffic Control Center
*City and County Traffic Control Center
Hamilton County Signal Operations
INDOT Traffic Operations Center
INDOT Traffic Signal Control System
KYTC District 6 Planning
KYTC District 6 Traffic Operations Center
KYTC Frankfort TOC
KYTC Traffic Signal Control System
ODOT Central Office
ODOT District 8 Signal Operations
ODOT Traffic Signal Control System
Other City and County Traffic Control
Centers
Other ODOT Traffic Operations Center

Archived Data Management Subsystem
*City and County Traffic Data Archives
*INDOT Traffic Data Archive
KSP CRASH Database
KYTC Division of Planning
ODOT / KYTC Archive
ODOT District 8 Traffic Data Archive
ODOT Office of Technical Services
ODPS Crash Database
OKI Transportation Planning Database
OSU Center of Automotive Research
*SORTA Data Warehouse
*TANK Data Archive
Transportation Research Centers
Service Monitor System
*City and County CV Service Monitoring
Systems
*CVG Airport CV Service Monitoring
Systems
*INDOT CV Service Monitor System
*KYTC CV Service Monitor System
*ODOT CV Service Monitor System

Map Update System
Private Map Update Systems

Data Distribution System
*INDOT DDS
*KYTC DDS
*KYTC/INDOT/ODOT DDS
*ODOT Event Streaming Platform
Smart911

Wide Area Information Disseminator
System
*KYTC/INDOT/ODOT Wide Area
Information Disseminator System
*ODOT Wide Area Information
Disseminator System

Cooperative ITS Credentials Management
System
*INDOT Cooperative ITS Credentials
Management System
*KYTC Cooperative ITS Credentials
Management System
*ODOT Cooperative ITS Credentials
Management System

Object Registration and Discovery System
*INDOT Object Registration and Discovery
System
*KYTC Object Registration and Discovery
System
*ODOT Object Registration and Discovery
System

Personnel Device
Traveler Information Devices
Maintenance and Constr Vehicle OBE
*Cincinnati Maintenance Vehicles
*Hamilton County Maintenance Vehicle
INDOT Maintenance Vehicles
KYTC District 6 Maintenance Vehicles
ODOT Maintenance Vehicles
*Other City and County Maintenance
Vehicles

OKI Regional ITS
Architecture
“Sausage Diagram”

Commercial Vehicle OBE
Commercial Vehicles and Barges

Authorizing Center
*City and County CV Authorizing Center
*CVG Airport CV Authorizing Center
*INDOT CV Authorizing Center
*KYTC CV Authorizing Center
*ODOT CV Authorizing Center

Vehicle OBE
*Connected/Automated Vehicles
*On-Board Truck Systems
Private Vehicles

Payment Administration Center
Financial Institutions
ODOT / KYTC Electronic Toll Administration

Parking Management Center
Cincinnati Parking Management
CVG Airport Parking Management Systems
*INDOT Rest Area Truck Parking
Availability System
*KYTC Rest Area Truck Parking Availability
System
*ODOT Rest Area Truck Parking Availability
System
*Parking Management Centers
Parking Management Systems and Sensors
(Private)
*TMC Operators
The Banks Intermodal Center

ITS Communications Equipment
*ITS Communications Equipment

Personal Information Device
BCRTA BGo Mobile App
Cincy EZPark Mobile Payment
Mobile Ticketing (Transit App)
Regional Smart Card
SORTA ACCESS Smart Card
Traveler Information Devices

*Elements are planned,
not existing

Transit Management Center
*SORTA Riverfront Transit Center
SORTA Transit Dispatch Center
TANK Transit System Dispatch
BCRTA Transit System Dispatch
*School District Dispatch
CTC Transit Dispatch
Local Transit Systems
University of Cincinnati Shuttle Dispatch

Certification System
*INDOT Certification System
*KYTC Certification System
*ODOT Certification System

Security Monitoring Equipment
Cincinnati Police Cameras
*INDOT Infrastructure Monitoring Sensors
*ODOT / KYTC Infrastructure Monitoring
Sensors
SORTA Security Cameras
Cincinnati Bridge Monitoring Cameras
Parking Area Equipment
Cincinnati Parking Management
CVG Airport Parking Management Systems
*INDOT Rest Area Truck Parking
Availability System
*KYTC Rest Area Truck Parking Availability
System
*ODOT Rest Area Truck Parking Availability
System
Parking Management Systems and Sensors
(Private)
The Banks Intermodal Center

Connected Vehicle Roadside Equipment
Cincinnati Field Equipment
*City and County Connected Vehicle
Roadside Equipment
*CVG Airport Connected Vehicle Roadside
Equipment
*INDOT Connected Vehicle RSE
INDOT Field Equipment
KYTC District 6 Field Equipment
*ODOT / KYTC Connected Vehicle Roadside
Equipment
ODOT District 8 Field Equipment
*ODOT Workzone Safety Devices
*Parking Management Centers
Traveler Support Equipment Subsystem
BCRTA Transit Information Systems
Cincinnati Streetcar Transit Information
Systems
*Local Transit Agency Transit Information
Systems
*SORTA Regional Transit Hubs
SORTA Transit Information Systems
*TANK Regional Transit Hubs
TANK Transit Information Systems

ITS Roadway Equipment
Cincinnati Dynamic Message Signs
KYTC Dynamic Message Signs
City and County Cameras
KYTC Lane Control Devices
City and County Field Equipment
*KYTC Ramp Meters
Hamilton County Field Equipment
KYTC RWIS Stations
INDOT Automated Gate Closure Systems
KYTC Traffic Signal Roadway Equipment
INDOT Cameras
KYTC Variable Speed Limit Signs
INDOT Speed Monitoring Roadside
KYTC Speed Monitoring Roadside
Equipment
Equipment
INDOT Dynamic Message Signs
ODOT / KYTC Cameras
*INDOT Lane Control Devices
ODOT / KYTC HAR
*INDOT Ramp Meters
ODOT / KYTC Traffic Counters
INDOT RWIS Stations
ODOT Lane Control Devices
INDOT Traffic Signal Roadway Equipment ODOT Ramp Meters
INDOT Variable Speed Limit Signs
ODOT RWIS Stations
KYTC Automated Gate Closure Systems
ODOT Traffic Signal Roadway Equipment
ODOT / KYTC Traffic Sensors
ODOT Variable Speed Limit Signs
ODOT Automated Gate Closure Systems
Rail Wayside Equipment
ODOT Dynamic Message Signs
Truck Parking Hybrid Signs
ODOT Speed Monitoring Roadside
Electric Charging Station
Equipment

Intermodal Terminal
*Riverfront Terminals and Operations
Centers

Private EV Charging Stations
Public Agency EV Charging Stations

ITS Roadway Payment Equipment
*ODOT / KYTC Electronic Toll System

Transit Vehicle OBE
BCRTA Transit Vehicles
Cincinnati Streetcar Rail Vehicles
*CTC Transit Vehicles
*Local Transit Vehicles
RAMP Transit Vehicles
School Buses
SORTA ACCESS Vehicles
SORTA Fixed Route Vehicles
TANK Transit Vehicles
*University of Cincinnati Shuttle Vehicles
Emergency Vehicle OBE
Cincinnati Fire/EMS Vehicles
Cincinnati Police Vehicles
*City and County Fire/EMS Vehicles
*City and County Police/Sheriffs Vehicles
CVG Emergency Response Vehicles
Hamilton County Fire/EMS Vehicles
Hamilton County Sheriffs Vehicles
Hoosier Helper Safety Service Patrol
Indiana State Police Vehicles
KSP Troop Vehicles
KYTC SAFE Patrol
ODOT Freeway Safety Patrol
Ohio State Highway Patrol Vehicles
*Other Public Safety Vehicles
*Private Ambulance Provider Vehicles
*Private Tow/Wrecker Vehicles
TRIMARC Freeway Service Patrol (KYTC)
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5.2 Service Packages
The service packages of the National ITS Architecture were customized to reflect the unique
systems and connections of the OKI region. Each service package is shown graphically, with the
service package name, the entity from the National ITS Architecture, and the specific OKI
elements associated with the entity. In addition, the service packages show the information flows
that move between elements.
Figure 5-2 is an example of a PT01 service package for Transit Vehicle Tracking that has been
customized for the Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority (SORTA) within the OKI Region.
This service package shows the SORTA Transit Dispatch Center and its interconnects with other
elements included within the PT01 service package.
Figure 5-2 Example Service Package Diagram

5.3 Regional Architecture Information Flows
While it is important to identify the various systems and stakeholders as part of a regional ITS
architecture, a primary purpose of the architecture is to identify the connectivity between
transportation systems in the region. The interconnect (sausage) diagram shown previously in
Figure 5-1 showed the high-level relationships of the elements in the region. The service packages
represent services that can be deployed as an integrated capability, and the service package
diagrams show the information flows between the subsystems and terminators (elements within
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the region) that are most important to the operation of the service packages. How these systems
interface with each other is an integral part of the overall architecture.
There are 267 different elements identified as part of the OKI Regional ITS Architecture. These
elements include city, county, and state traffic operations centers, transit centers, transit
vehicles, public safety dispatch centers, media outlets, and others—essentially all of the existing
and planned physical components that contribute to the regional intelligent transportation
system. Interfaces have been defined for each element in the architecture.
Elements and their interfaces are accessible via the OKI Regional ITS Architecture web page by
clicking on the “Inventory” button. Elements are listed alphabetically on the webpage. When
selecting an element, the element detail page comes up where the user can view the element
definition, who the stakeholders are, the status and role of the element, the physical and
functional objects identified for the element, and the other elements with which the selected
element interfaces with. By selecting an interfacing element, more detailed information about
the particular interface is pulled up (i.e. architecture flows). Figure 5-3 is an example for the
element Mobile Ticketing (Transit App).
Figure 5-3 Example of Element Detail showing Interfaces

Architecture flows between the elements define specific information that is exchanged by the
elements. Each architecture flow has a direction, name, and definition. Most of the architecture
16
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flows match one from the National ITS Architecture (the mapping of elements to National ITS
Architecture entities allowed the developers to match the architecture flows to the appropriate
interfaces.) In some cases, new “user defined” flows have been created for interfaces or
connections that are not expressed in the National ITS Architecture. These architecture flows
define the interface requirements between the various elements in the regional architecture.
An example of the architecture flows between multiple elements is shown in Figure 5-4. In this
interface, the flows that go between the Mobile Ticketing Transit App and the BCRTA, SORTA,
and TANK transit systems are shown. All are existing ITS elements, and some of the architecture
flows on this interface are shown as existing in blue and some as planned in red with dashed
lines, signifying these elements currently share data communications in some form with each
other, and are planned to share additional data in the future.
Figure 5-4 Example of Architecture Flows Between Elements
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6. Functional Requirements
Functional requirements are a description of the functions or activities that are currently
performed by the ITS elements or that are planned to be performed in the future. For the OKI
Regional ITS Architecture, these functions have been developed by using the functional
assignments underlying the National ITS Architecture and the mapping from transportation
services to elements.
In the National ITS Architecture a service package is defined by subsystems, functional area
(equipment packages), and architecture flows, all of which operate together to perform a
particular transportation service. Functional Areas represent pieces of a subsystem that perform
a single function. (Note: there are no functional areas defined for the Terminators of the National
ITS Architecture, since they represent systems on the boundary of the architecture and do not
have functional descriptions within the architecture.) For example, the Traffic Signal Control
(TMS03) service package is composed of the three Traffic Management Center Subsystem
functional areas: “TMC Signal Control”, “TMC Basic Surveillance” and “TMC Roadway Equipment
Monitoring” and three ITS Roadway Equipment Subsystems: “Roadway Signal Control”,
“Roadway Basic Surveillance” and “Roadway Field Management Station Operation”. The
definitions of these six functional areas, copied from ARC-IT version 9.1 of the National ITS
Architecture are:


TMC Signal Control: This equipment package provides the capability for traffic managers
to monitor and manage the traffic flow at signalized intersections. This capability includes
analyzing and reducing the collected data from traffic surveillance equipment and
developing and implementing control plans for signalized intersections. Control plans
may be developed and implemented that coordinate signals at many intersections under
the domain of a single Traffic Management Center and are responsive to traffic conditions
and adapt to support incidents, preemption and priority requests, pedestrian crossing
calls, etc.



TMC Basic Surveillance: This equipment package remotely monitors and controls traffic
sensor systems and surveillance (e.g., CCTV) equipment, and collects, processes and
stores the collected traffic data. Current traffic information and other real-time
transportation information is also collected from other centers. The collected information
is provided to traffic operations personnel and made available to other centers.



TMC Roadway Equipment Monitoring: This equipment package monitors the operational
status of field equipment and detects failures. It presents field equipment status to Traffic
Operations Personnel and reports failures to the Maintenance and Construction
Management Center. It tracks the repair or replacement of the failed equipment. The
entire range of ITS field equipment may be monitored including sensors (traffic,
infrastructure, environmental, security, speed, etc.) and devices (highway advisory radio,
dynamic message signs, automated roadway treatment systems, barrier and safeguard
18
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systems, cameras, traffic signals and override equipment, ramp meters, beacons, security
surveillance equipment, etc.).


Roadway Signal Control: This equipment package includes the field elements that
monitor and control signalized intersections. It includes the traffic signal controllers,
detectors, conflict monitors, signal heads, and other ancillary equipment that supports
traffic signal control. It also includes field masters, and equipment that supports
communications with a central monitoring and/or control system, as applicable. The
communications link supports upload and download of signal timings and other
parameters and reporting of current intersection status. It represents the field equipment
used in all levels of traffic signal control from basic actuated systems that operate on fixed
timing plans through adaptive systems. It also supports all signalized intersection
configurations, including those that accommodate pedestrians. In advanced, future
implementations, environmental data may be monitored and used to support dilemma
zone processing and other aspects of signal control that are sensitive to local
environmental conditions.



Roadway Basic Surveillance: This equipment package monitors traffic conditions using
fixed equipment such as loop detectors and CCTV cameras.



Roadway Field Management Station Operation: This equipment package supports direct
communications between field management stations and the local field equipment under
their control.

The mapping of elements to the basic functions is provided on the hyperlinked web site version
of the architecture. The detail page for each element (which is accessed by clicking on the
hyperlinked element name within the “Inventory”, “Inventory by Physical Object” or “Inventory
by Stakeholder” tabs) has a list of the subsystems assigned to the element. This represents a first
level of detail that can be obtained in the hyperlinked web site in connection with each
functionality. The additional level of detail, or detailed functional requirements, can be accessed
by clicking on any of the functional areas associated with the element under review.
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7. Communications and Physical Standards
Standards specify how to do things consistently and how things should work. They may also
describe certain physical attributes. Standards make our lives less complicated. They speed up
acceptance and deployment of products and services; enable compatibility, interchangeability,
and interoperability; contain costs; minimize confusion; and assure quality. Within ITS
Architecture there are two types of standards: physical standards and communications
standards. The following two subsections will describe each.

7.1 Communications Standards
Communications standards support efficient implementation of the Regional ITS Architecture
over time. They facilitate deployment of interoperable systems at local, regional, and national
levels without impeding innovation as technology advances, vendors change, and new
approaches evolve. Since it takes more than one standard to implement an interface, ARC–IT
groups all the standards required to implement a particular interface into a 'Communications
Solution'.
Figure 7-1 identifies each of the communications solutions that may apply to the Regional ITS
Architecture. This table was created by taking the standards information available in the RAD-IT
database (which identifies standards applicable to each architecture flow) and taking the total
set of standards that result from all of the selected flows. Each solution is a link to a page on the
website that identifies the standards included in the solution, any issues that have been identified
for the solution, and the portion of the Regional ITS Architecture that may be supported by the
solution.
Figure 7-1 Applicable ITS Communications Standards
Communications Standard Title
Apache Kafka
Apache Zookeeper
Transit Communications Interface Profiles - TCIP Data and Dialog Definitions
General Transit Feed Specification
General Transit Feed Specification Realtime
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) - Certificate
Management Interfaces for End-entities
IEEE Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) Networking Services
Common Format and MIME Type for Comma-Separated Values (CSV) Files
Transport Layer Security (TLS) Transport Model for the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP)
The WebSocket Protocol
The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Data Interchange Format
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Message Syntax and Routing
User Datagram Protocol

Document ID
Apache Kafka
Apache Zookeeper
APTA TCIP-S-001 Vol 2
GTFS
GTFS Realtime
IEEE 1609.2.1
IEEE 1609.3
IETF RFC 4180
IETF RFC 6353
IETF RFC 6455
IETF RFC 7159
IETF RFC 7230
IETF RFC 768
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Communications Standard Title
Transmission Control Protocol
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol
Electronic fee collection -- Application interface definition for dedicated
short-range communication
Intelligent transport systems -- Dedicated short range communication (DSRC)
-- DSRC application layer
Intelligent transport systems -- Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 15: Traffic
event compact (TPEG2-TEC)
Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information (TTI) via
transport protocol experts group, generation 2 (TPEG2) -- Part 24: Light
encryption (TPEG2-LTE)
Intelligent transport systems - Traffic and travel information via transport
protocol experts group, generation 2(TPEG2) -- Part 6: Message
management container (TPEG2-MMC)
Information technology — Document Container File — Part 1: Core
Traffic Management Data Dictionary Standard for the Center-to-Center
Communications: Volume 2: Design Content
NTCIP Global Object (GO) Definitions
NTCIP Object Definitions for ASC
NTCIP Object Definitions for Dynamic Message Signs (DMS)
NTCIP Environmental Sensor Station Interface Standard
NTCIP Objects for CCTV Camera Control
NTCIP Object Definitions for Data Collection
NTCIP Object Definitions for Ramp Meter Control (RMC)
NTCIP Object Definitions for Video Switches
NTCIP Object Definitions for Transportation Sensor Systems (TSS)
NTCIP Objects for Signal System Masters
NTCIP Objects for SCP
OASIS Universal Business Language
Data Dictionary for Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS)
Message Sets for Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS)
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary
(TM)
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) Systems Engineering Process
Guidance for J2945/x Documents and Common Design Concepts
On-Board System Requirements for V2V Safety Communications
Candidate Improvements to Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)
Message Set Dictionary [SAE J2735] Using Systems Engineering Methods
The Update Framework
Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 1.1
Vehicle Information Service Specification
Vehicle Signal Specification
Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Fifth Edition)
Work Zone Data Exchange

Document ID
IETF RFC 793
IETF RFC 8446
ISO 14906
ISO 15628
ISO 21219-15

ISO 21219-24

ISO 21219-6
ISO 21320-1
ITE TMDD Vol 2
NTCIP 1201
NTCIP 1202
NTCIP 1203
NTCIP 1204
NTCIP 1205
NTCIP 1206
NTCIP 1207
NTCIP 1208
NTCIP 1209
NTCIP 1210
NTCIP 1211
OASIS UBL
SAE J2353
SAE J2354
SAE J2735
SAE J2945
SAE J2945/1
SAE J3067
TUF
W3C WSDL 1.1
VISS
VSS
W3C XML
WZDx
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The architecture does contain a more detailed communications solutions view, one that maps
applicable standards to the individual information flow that goes from one element to another.
This detailed information is contained in the hyperlinked web site and can be accessed via
hyperlinks on the Interfaces page. Each information flow is defined underneath the interface
graphic presented on the webpage, and any communications standards associated with that
information flow can be accessed through hyperlink to the selected communications standards.
For example, the interface between the Cincinnati Maintenance Vehicles and the Cincinnati
Maintenance Garage is shown in Figure 7-2. There are five information flows going to the
Cincinnati Maintenance Garage element and seven coming back from it. These flows are
described in text below the graphic. Clicking on the hyperlink to understand the applicable
communications solutions for the planned maintenance and construction dispatch information
flow is shown in Figure 7-3.
Figure 7-2 Interface Example
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Figure 7-3 Communications Solutions Mapping Page Example

7.2 Physical Standards
Physical Standards are mapped to physical objects in ARC-IT that are part of inventory elements.
An example of a physical standard is a cabinet that contains ITS-related equipment. Figure 7-4
provides a list of applicable physical standards for the Regional ITS Architecture, including the
Standard Development Organization (SDO) for each standard. Regular updates of SDO activities
will help ensure that the latest standards are utilized.
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Figure 7-4 Applicable Physical Standards
SDO
International Organization for
Standardization
Advanced Traffic Controller
Joint Committee
Advanced Traffic Controller
Joint Committee
Advanced Traffic Controller
Joint Committee
Advanced Traffic Controller
Joint Committee
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association
National Institute for
Standards and Technology
Not Applicable

Standard Title
Intelligent transport systems -- Communications
access for land mobiles (CALM) -- Architecture

Standard Number
ISO 21217

Advanced Transportation Controller

ITE ATC 5201

Model 2070 Controller Standard

ITE ATC 5202

Intelligent Transportation System Standard
Specification for Roadside Cabinets
Application Programming Interface Standard for
the Advanced Transportation Controller
Portable Traffic Signal Systems (PTSS) Standard
Cyber and Physical Security for Intelligent
Transportation Systems
Traffic Controller Assemblies with NTCIP
Requirements
Hardware Standards for Dynamic Message Signs
(DMS) With NTCIP Requirements
Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules

ITE ATC 5301
ITE ATC 5401
NEMA TS 5
NEMA TS 8
NEMA TS2
NEMA TS4
NIST FIPS PUB 140-2

Dedicated Short-Range Communications Roadside
USDOT RSU
Unit Specifications (FHWA-JPO-17-589)

Physical standards for each element can be found on the website by clicking on an individual
element. Figure 7-5 provides the physical standards for the Cincinnati Bridge Monitoring
Cameras, along with the applicable stakeholders, physical objects, and functional objects.
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Figure 7-5 Physical Standards Mapping Page Example
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8. Regional ITS Projects
The regional ITS architecture defines a number of planned elements, interfaces, and information
flows. As regional plans are developed these parts of the regional ITS architecture will be
implemented by a series of projects. Figure 8-1 provides a summary of regional projects that have
been identified. Over time, additional projects will be developed to address further aspects of
the architecture. This table will assist OKI in determining which ITS projects should be included
in the 2050 OKI Metropolitan Transportation Plan update. Appendix A presents the respective
scores for each of those transportation needs within each Need Area.
The Phase column represents the following information about when the project is planned for
implementation:
•
•

Phase 1 = 0-4 years
Phase 2 = 5+ years
Figure 8-1 Regional ITS Projects
Lead
Agency
BCRTA

BCRTA

BCRTA

BCRTA
Boone
County

Boone
County

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
Automated Passenger Counting Systems: Project would
include a transition to new ITS solution GVM
Syncromatics to provide APCs for the entire fleet.
Passenger Information Systems: Project would
implement digital signage program and installation of
TVs on board buses to relay transit information, upgrade
audio stop announcements and onboard visual
announcements, and install free public Wi-Fi fleetwide.
CAD/AVL Upgrade: Replacement and expansion of fixed
route Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle
Location (CAD / AVL) to improve real-time location data.
BCRTA Oxford Multimodal Transit Facility Information
Signage: Install real-time transit prediction signs at the
Oxford multimodal transit facility.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade: US-42 Connection Traffic
Signals Corridor. Currently in design phase.
Traffic Control Center and Corridor Project Tier 1: In
coordination with the City of Florence (KY), develop a
Traffic Control Center (TCC) that will support activities
relating to timing and maintenance activities of signals
and signal systems in Boone County. Initial and future
corridors will be identified to be operated and
maintained by the TCC. Adaptive traffic signal
technologies and vehicles to infrastructure
communication along corridors will be implemented.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Multimodal
Facility

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management
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Lead
Agency

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects

Cincinnati
Streetcar

Traffic Signal Priority: Implement traffic signal priority
along streetcar route to improve transit travel time.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade Phase 2a: Install centrallycontrolled signal system - with fiber optics, PTZ cameras
and updated traffic signals along Reed Hartman Hwy
from the southern Corp. boundary to Cooper Rd. This
will also include upgrading signals at the on and off
ramps at Cross County Hwy, Plainfield Rd and Hunt Rd.
River Road Highway-Rail Grade Crossings Safety
Upgrades: Project includes replacement of existing grade
crossing warning devices and associated traffic signals
with railroad preemption at four locations along River
Road, including the grade crossings at Barkley Street,
Access Road, Anderson Ferry Road, and the driveway at
5300 River Road, with all new equipment that are up to
current industry safety standards.
Transportation Safety Action Plan: Applying for an
Action Plan Grant through the Safe Streets and Roads for
All Grant Program to develop a transportation safety
action plan. The action plan will focus on implementing
transportation safety projects that will reduce
transportation-related accidents and deaths. The plan
will be consistent with USDOT program guidelines. The
second phase of project would be to apply for
Implementation Grants to implement safety projects.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade (PID 6-466): Upgrade signals
to centrally-controlled signal system, upgraded
controllers at 24 intersections, adaptive signal control,
emergency vehicle preemption, CCTV cameras and fiber
optic network on US-42, Mall Rd and Ewing Blvd.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade (PID 113302): Installation of a
centrally-controlled signal system, including signal
preemption, for the City of Hamilton's 94 traffic signals,
upgraded controllers and detection and improved
communication between traffic signals using fiber optic
cable, and transit priority preemption.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade (PID 113302): Project will
include dynamic message signs (DMS) on High Street
near the Spooky Nook Sports Complex.
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade (PID 104712): Interconnect
and upgrade of traffic signals in Clermont County
including new controllers, LED signal and pedestrian
heads, battery backup systems, video detection,
emergency vehicle preemption, and installation of
Flashing Beacons on intersection signs at 20 locations.

City of Blue
Ash

City of
Cincinnati

City of
Cincinnati

City of
Florence

City of
Hamilton

City of
Hamilton

Clermont
County

Phase

Need Area

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Information
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management
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Lead
Agency

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects

Parking Guidance System: Implement parking guidance
systems in CVG parking garage.
Hamilton
Banks Variable Message Signs Phase 3: Parking guidance
County
within existing 4,500+ space, 2-level garage.
Dynamic Message Signs (DES 2002517): Provide advance
warnings and information to motorists along rural
INDOT
sections of WB I-74 (before SR-1) by installing dynamic
message signs (DMS).
Smart Corridor Phase 1: Planning and construction of a
smart corridor on US-27 from 11th Street in Newport to
the Southgate boundary. Project will include installation
KYTC
and upgrade of advanced signal technologies such as
adaptive signals, fiber optics to link the traffic control
system, and potentially install CCTV technology.
Truck Parking Digital Signs: Project will implement truck
KYTC / Boone
parking information systems on interstates in Boone
County
County.
TSMO Corridor 11 Smart Lanes (2050 MTP - PID 94256):
ODOT
Implement smart lane westbound I-275 from LovelandMadeira to Reed Hartman Highway.
ITS Maintenance Project (PID 117645): ITS maintenance
ODOT
on power services, fiber optics and other misc. related
work.
Rail grade crossing warning device upgrades (PID
103423): Modification of grade crossing warning devices
at Norfolk Southern crossing DOT # 524882U to include
Ohio Rail
traffic signal preemption. Modification of traffic signals
Development at the intersection of E. Sharon Road and Canal Road for
Commission the purpose of adding railroad preemption. Installation
will include any ancillary work to make warning devices
function as designed, MUTCD compliant, and visible to
roadway user.
CAD/AVL/MDT Upgrade: Upgrade Computer-Aided
Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location (CAD / AVL) &
Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) system on all SORTA fleet
SORTA
vehicles. Additional Functionalities include MDT Log ON,
Route Adherence, Transfer Connection Protection, PreTrip, Mileage Capturing, Detour Information, Destination
Signs, Yard Management system.
Automated Passenger Counting Systems: Project would
SORTA
procure enough automated passenger counters (APCs)
to cover the entire fleet.
CVG

Phase
Phase 1
Phase 1

Need Area
Parking
Management
Parking
Management

Phase 1

Information
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Parking
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Traffic
Management

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation
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Lead
Agency
SORTA

SORTA

SORTA

SORTA

SORTA

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
Uptown Smart Hub (PID 109079): Multi-modal
transportation facility with fixed route bus access, CAV
shuttle services, and park and ride connections. Project
will be located within an area bound by Reading Rd.,
Whittier Ave., I-71 and MLK Dr.
Traffic Signal Priority: Implement bus traffic signal
priority along key transit corridors to improve transit
travel time.
Collision Avoidance Systems: Install collision avoidance
systems on 100% of transit fleet. Includes: Turn Alert:
This system gives an audible and visual alert to
pedestrians and cyclists at crosswalks when a bus is
making a turn. The system also gives an audible voice
alert to the bus operator to look both ways when making
left or right-hand turns. The system includes flashing LED
strobe lights that act as a visual warning to pedestrians
and cyclists as the vehicle is turning. Rear Impact
Collision Warning System: This system uses a sensor to
track the distance to the vehicle following the bus and
provides a visual signal to warn drivers following too
closely of a potential collision. Side Collision Warning
System: This is also called Lane Change and Merge
Collision Avoidance technology, which plays a dual role.
First, it provides support for detecting and warning the
transit operator of vehicles and objects in adjacent lanes
(e.g. in blind spots).
Fleetwatch System Upgrade: Fleetwatch is used by
Maintenance to track mileage (miles run, idle time and
fluid usage) through both J1939 as well as wirelessly
connect with backend system at bus washer. However,
the control panels at each island are 12 years old and
need to be replaced since Fleetwatch cannot repair them
anymore.
Mobility On-Demand Scheduling Software: Scheduling
and dispatching software for mobility on-demand (MOD)
service accommodates advanced trip reservations,
standing orders, and immediate requests that supports
route deviation service and intermodal/interagency
connections as well any type of MOD service. Mobility
on-demand scheduling software, in conjunction with
AVL/CAD, can be used to perform coordinated
transportation allowing SORTA to move some riders
more efficiently by transferring them between fixed
route and MOD vehicles.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation
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Lead
Agency

SORTA

SORTA

SORTA

SORTA
SORTA

TANK

TANK

BCRTA

BCRTA

BCRTA

Boone
County

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
On-Board Annunciation System: On-board annunciators
are used in fixed route service to announce the
upcoming stop to passengers, using both visual and
audible means. The visual announcement is provided
using an on-board single or multi line electronic message
sign. The audible message is provided using pre-recorded
voice announcements.
Destination Signs Software: The destination signs are
mounted on the front of the bus to display the route
number and name that bus is running.
Driver Monitoring System: Driver monitoring technology
is intended to improve safety of drivers and passengers.
The technology uses sensors that monitor how drivers
apply the brakes and accelerator as well as their handling
of the steering wheel. Using sophisticated algorithms,
the system will flag any unsafe driving habits.
ACCESS Vehicle Smart Card: To be implemented for
ACCESS riders to purchase and pay for trips.
Facility Surveillance Systems: Install surveillance
cameras at SORTA facilities to decrease safety risks in the
outside areas.
CAD/AVL Upgrade: Upgrade to Next Generation
Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location
(CAD / AVL) system on all TANK fleet vehicles.
Trip Planning Systems: C37 web-based trip planning
system, incident management system, complaint /
comment system, and miscellaneous internal projects.
Transit Fleet Diagnostics System: Implementation of
real-time vehicle diagnostics and data communication
for analytics and predictive maintenance.
Traffic Signal Priority: Implement bus traffic signal
priority along key transit corridors to improve transit
travel time.
Connected Autonomous Technology: Equip bus fleet
with autonomous technology or driver-assisted safety
technology.
Traffic Control Center and Corridor Project Tier 2: The
TCC would expand to include future corridors
throughout the three northern Kentucky Counties
(Boone, Kenton, and Campbell). Additional corridor
locations will be identified for installation and upgrade of
advanced signal technologies such as adaptive signal and
vehicles to infrastructure communication.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Traffic
Management
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Lead
Agency

City of Blue
Ash

City of Blue
Ash

City of
Cincinnati

CTC
CTC

INDOT

KYTC

KYTC

KYTC

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade Phase 2b: Install centrallycontrolled signal system - with fiber optics, PTZ cameras
and updated traffic signals along remaining system
including Reed Hartman Hwy from Glendale-Milford Rd
to Cooper Rd, along Glendale-Milford/Pfeiffer Rd from
Reed Hartman Hwy to Storybook Lane, along Kenwood
Rd from Cross County Hwy to Cornell Rd, and on Cornell
Rd from Reed Hartman Hwy to LoBelle Ave.
Digital Message Signs: Install digital message signs along
major traffic corridors and linked to Central System.
Adaptive Signals OTR-West End (PID 115277): Establish
a fiber optic communications platform to interconnect
traffic signals in the West End, Queensgate, Pendleton
and OTR neighborhoods. Includes underground duct
bank, fiber cable, network communications, traffic signal
controllers for adaptive system.
CAD/AVL System: Installation of Computer-Aided
Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location (CAD / AVL)
system on all CTC fleet vehicles.
Electronic Fare Collection System: Installation of GFI
electronic fare collection systems in all revenue vehicles.
TSMO Corridor 1 (2050 MTP): Create a 6-mile corridor
on US-50 from SR-350 to I-275 with added wireless
interconnect, and 6 -20 suburban, adaptive, transit signal
preemption.
Smart Corridor Phase 2: Project would include the
remaining portion of US-27 from 3rd Street to 11th
Street in Newport and from Southgate boundary to NKU.
Project would include installation and upgrade of
advanced signal technologies such as adaptive signals,
fiber optics to link the traffic control system, and
potentially install CCTV technology. Project would
include Newport, Southgate, Fort Thomas, Highland
Heights, and NKU.
TSMO Corridor 3 Enhanced Bus Transit Corridor (2050
MTP): Create a 9.5 mile high-frequency, enhanced bus
transit corridor on US-25 (Dixie Hwy) from Pike St. to
Ewing Blvd., with improved bus stop/station design and
amenities. Add wireless interconnect, 6 -20 signals
suburban, adaptive, transit signal preemption, adaptive
signals.
TSMO Corridor 4 Smart Corridor (2050 MTP): Create 3mile corridor on KY-18 from I-75 to KY-237, with added
wireless interconnect, and 6 -20 suburban, adaptive,
transit signal preemption.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Information
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Traffic
Management
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Lead
Agency
KYTC

KYTC

KYTC

ODOT

ODOT

ODOT

ODOT

ODOT / KYTC
/ INDOT

ODOT / KYTC
/ INDOT
TANK

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
TSMO Corridor 5 Smart Lane (2050 MTP):
Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement,
cameras, poles, ramp metering, hard shoulder running,
power along 7-mile corridor on I-71/75 from Ohio River
to I-275.
TSMO Corridor 6 Smart Lane (2050 MTP):
Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement,
cameras, poles, ramp metering, hard shoulder running,
power along 10-mile corridor on I-275 from I-71/75 to
Combs-Hehl Bridge.
TSMO Corridor 7 Smart Lane (2050 MTP):
Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement,
cameras, poles, ramp metering, hard shoulder running,
power along 5.6-mile corridor on I-471 from I-275 to
Ohio River.
TSMO Corridor 8 Smart Corridor (2050 MTP):
Interconnected and adaptive signal upgrade on US-27
(Colerain Ave.) from Struble Rd. to Blue Rock Rd.
TSMO Corridor 9 Smart Lane (2050 MTP): Install hard
shoulder running (HSR) smart lane with fiber, DMS,
cameras, poles, and power on I-71 from McMillan Ave.
to I-275.
TSMO Corridor 10 Smart Lane (2050 MTP): Implement
smart lane westbound I-275 from Loveland-Madeira to
Reed Hartman Highway.
Ramp Metering: Implement ramp metering along
interstates within the OKI region. This includes ramp
metering along I-71 from Gilbert Ave. to SR-48 (excluding
storage improvements at Reading, Gilbert, Williams,
Pfeiffer, and Kenwood). Ramp metering currently exists
in West Chester Township at the I-75 exit at Union
Centre Blvd on-ramps in conjunction with interchange
modification to DDI and along I-74 in Ohio.
Regional DOT ITS Communication Field Devices: Extend
ITS field devices in OKI region and communications on
freeway system with ODOT Statewide Traffic
Management Center (TMC). Target the installation to
meet needs. Full instrumentation may not be required.
Vehicle Safety Monitoring: Project would implement a
vehicle safety monitoring system to alert drivers of a
construction zone, roadway hazard, or speed change.
Automated Passenger Counting Systems: Install APC
system on entire transit fleet.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

Traveler
Information

Phase 2

Public
Transportation
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Lead
Agency
TANK

WCTS

Proposed ITS Architecture and Strategic Plan
Planned Projects
Traffic Signal Priority: Implement bus traffic signal
priority along key transit corridors to improve transit
travel time.
Trip Planning Systems: Procure and implement
scheduling software providing customers the option to
schedule trips online as well as providing a service to
update passengers via text messages.

Phase

Need Area

Phase 2

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

Public
Transportation
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9. Strategic Plan
In addition to developing the Regional ITS architecture, a framework for an ITS Strategic Plan was
developed. While some of the planned projects have identified funding sources, the list is not
fiscally constrained. The list of projects in Figure 9-1 represents a compilation of projects that will
help meet the ITS needs and goals of the OKI region. Figure 9-1 also contains the Service Package
Instances to identify where these projects are included within the Architecture Database.
The ITS projects are assigned a phase for project implementation (Phase 1 and Phase 2) as well
as listed by the lead agency that would be responsible for the ITS projects. A Needs Area was also
identified for each project with Appendix A presenting the respective scores for each of those
transportation needs within each Need Area. This table will assist OKI in determining which ITS
projects should be included in the 2050 OKI Metropolitan Transportation Plan update.

9.1 Project Development Methodology
The following process was used to compile a list of ITS projects for the region. As part of an online
stakeholder survey developed and distributed via email in June and July 2021, participants were
asked to provide information on the ITS Projects that have been completed since the 2016
Regional ITS Architecture update, as well as those that are planned or programmed over the next
ten years. ITS projects were also discussed during ITS Architecture Committee meetings held in
the Summer and Fall of 2021, along with reaching out to various regional and state agencies, via
email and by phone, to determine the status of ITS projects from the 2016 update to the Regional
ITS Architecture.
Projects from the 2016 ITS Architecture Strategic Plan that were identified as still in the planning
phase, cost and schedule data was revised. Projects identified as completed were deleted from
the listing of projects. New projects that were not in the 2016 Regional ITS Architecture were also
added based on stakeholder feedback and internal discussions. Updated project and cost data
was then compiled for the final report.

9.2 Data Sources and Estimated Project Costs
Costs associated with projects were taken from stakeholder input provided in the Stakeholder
Survey, from follow up communications with specific stakeholders, the Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP), and the 2050 OKI Metropolitan Transportation Plan. In occurrences
where a cost estimate could not be reached, OKI’s previous Regional ITS Plan, as well as the
Department of Transportation’s Research and Innovative Technology Administration’s Intelligent
Transportation Systems Costs Database (http://www.itscosts.its.dot.gov), were used to estimate
costs.
It is important to note that ITS cost projections listed in Figure 9-1 are not fiscally constrained.
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Figure 9-1 Regional ITS Project Cost Estimates
Lead Agency
BCRTA

Project
Automated Passenger
Counting Systems

Project
Project would include a transition to new ITS solution GVM Syncromatics to provide APCs
for the entire fleet.
Project would implement digital signage program and installation of TVs on board buses to
relay transit information, upgrade audio stop announcements and onboard visual
announcements, and install free public Wi-Fi fleetwide.

Phase

Project Cost

Phase 1

$200,099

BCRTA

Transit Passenger
Information Systems

BCRTA

BCRTA Oxford Multimodal
Transit Facility
Information Signage

Install real-time transit prediction signs at the Oxford multimodal transit facility.

Phase 1

BCRTA

CAD/AVL Upgrade

Replacement and expansion of fixed route Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle
Location (CAD / AVL) to improve real-time location data.

Phase 1

$2,000,099

Boone County

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade

US-42 Connection Traffic Signals Corridor. Currently in design phase.

Phase 1

$820,000

Traffic Control Center and
Corridor Project Tier 1

In coordination with the City of Florence (KY), develop a business plan for a Traffic Control
Center (TCC) that will support activities relating to timing and maintenance activities of
signals and signal systems in Boone County. The business plan will identify initial and
future corridors to be operated and maintained by the TCC. As part of this project,
appropriate locations for installation of advanced signal technologies such as adaptive
signal and vehicles to infrastructure communication along the corridors.

Phase 1

$8,000,099

Boone County

Cincinnati
Streetcar

Costs estimated by OKI staff

Phase 1
$240,099

Service Package
PT07: Transit Passenger Counting

Implement traffic signal priority along streetcar route to improve transit travel time.

City of Blue Ash

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
Phase 2a

Install centrally-controlled signal system - with fiber optics, PTZ cameras and updated
traffic signals along Reed Hartman Hwy from the southern Corp. boundary to Cooper Rd.
This will also include upgrading signals at the on and off ramps at Cross County Hwy,
Plainfield Rd and Hunt Rd.

City of
Cincinnati

River Road Highway-Rail
Grade Crossings Safety
Upgrades

Project includes replacement of existing grade crossing warning devices and associated
traffic signals with railroad preemption at four locations along River Road, including the
grade crossings at Barkley Street, Access Road, Anderson Ferry Road, and the driveway at
5300 River Road, with all new equipment that are up to current industry safety standards.

Transportation Safety
Action Plan

Applying for an Action Plan Grant through the Safe Streets and Roads for All Grant Program
to develop a transportation safety action plan. The action plan will focus implementing
transportation safety projects that will reduce transportation-related accidents and
deaths. The plan will be consistent with USDOT program guidelines. The second phase of
project would be to apply for Implementation Grants to implement safety projects.

Phase 1

Phase 1

Phase 1

Public
Transportation

PT08: Transit Traveler Information

Public
Transportation

Costs estimated by OKI staff

Costs estimated by OKI staff

PT01: Transit Vehicle Tracking

Boone County Transportation
Plan

TM03: Traffic Signal Control

Costs estimated by OKI staff

TM03: Traffic Signal Control

$250,099

Costs estimated by OKI staff

$485,000

RHH Phase 2 Costs
Spreadsheet - Gordon Perry City of Blue Ash

$7,584,000

Need Area
Public
Transportation

PT08: Transit Traveler Information

PT09: Transit Signal Priority
Traffic Signal Priority

City of
Cincinnati

Source of Cost

City of Cincinnati, DOTE

TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System

Public
Transportation
Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

Public
Transportation

TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM13: Standard Railroad Grade
Crossing
CVO06: Freight Signal Priority

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

TM03: Traffic Signal Control
Phase 1

$300,000

City of Cincinnati, DOTE

TM08: Traffic Incident Management
System

Incident
Management

CVO06: Freight Signal Priority
City of Florence

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
(PID 6-466)

Upgrade signals to centrally-controlled signal system, upgraded controllers at 24
intersections, adaptive signal control, emergency vehicle preemption, CCTV cameras and
fiber optic network on US-42, Mall Rd and Ewing Blvd.

Phase 1

$3,700,000

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System

Traffic
Management

PS03: Emergency Vehicle Preemption
*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.
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Lead Agency

Project

City of Hamilton

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
(PID 113302)

City of Hamilton

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
(PID 113302)

Project
Installation of a centrally-controlled signal system, including signal preemption, for the City
of Hamilton's 94 traffic signals, upgraded controllers and detection and improved
communication between traffic signals using fiber optic cable, and transit priority
preemption.
Project will include dynamic message signs (DMS) on High Street near the Spooky Nook
Sports Complex.

Phase

Project Cost

Phase 1

Source of Cost
OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

$5,594,448
Phase 1

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

Clermont
County

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
(PID 104712)

Interconnect and upgrade of traffic signals in Clermont County including new controllers,
LED signal and pedestrian heads, battery backup systems, video detection, emergency
vehicle preemption, and installation of Flashing Beacons on intersection signs at 20
locations.

CVG

Parking Guidance System

Implement parking guidance systems in CVG parking garage.

Phase 1

$2,500,000

Costs | ITS Deployment
Evaluation (dot.gov)

Hamilton
County

Banks Variable Message
Signs Phase 3

Parking guidance within existing 4,500+ space, 2-level garage.

Phase 1

$5,800,000

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

INDOT

Dynamic Message Signs
(DES 2002517)

Provide advance warnings and information to motorists along rural sections of WB I-74
(before SR-1) by installing dynamic message signs (DMS).

Phase 1

$118,000

KYTC

Smart Corridor Phase 1

Planning and construction of a smart corridor on US-27 from 11th Street in Newport to the
Southgate boundary. Project will include installation and upgrade of advanced signal
technologies such as adaptive signals, fiber optics to link the traffic control system, and
potentially install CCTV technology.

Phase 1

$2,700,099

KYTC / Boone
County

Truck Parking Digital Signs

Project will implement truck parking information systems on interstates in Boone County.

Phase 1

$200,000

Costs | ITS Deployment
Evaluation (dot.gov)

ODOT

TSMO Corridor 11 Smart
Lanes (2050 MTP - PID
94256)

Implement smart lane westbound I-275 from Loveland-Madeira to Reed Hartman
Highway.

Phase 1

$20,000,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

ODOT

ITS Maintenance Project
(PID 117645)

ITS maintenance on power services, fiber optics and other misc. related work.

Phase 1

$500,000

Phase 1

$1,153,098

Modification of grade crossing warning devices at Norfolk Southern crossing DOT #
524882U to include traffic signal preemption. Modification of traffic signals at the
intersection of E. Sharon Road and Canal Road for the purpose of adding railroad
preemption. Installation will include any ancillary work to make warning devices function
as designed, MUTCD compliant, and visible to roadway user.
*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.
Ohio Rail
Development
Commission

Rail grade crossing
warning device upgrades
(PID 103423)

Phase 1

$2,300,509

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

INDOT

Costs estimated by OKI staff

ODOT District 8

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

Service Package
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
PT09: Transit Signal Priority
TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
PS03: Emergency Vehicle Preemption
PM01: Parking Facility Mgmt.
TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination
PM01: Parking Facility Mgmt.
TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination
TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination
TM12: Dynamic Roadway Warning
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
PS03: Emergency Vehicle Preemption
CV05: Commercial Vehicle Parking
TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination
TM20: Variable Speed Limits
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM08: Traffic Incident Management
System
TM13: Standard Railroad Grade
Crossing
TM14: Advanced Railroad Grade
Crossing
CVO06: Freight Signal Priority

Need Area
Traffic
Management
Information
Management

Traffic
Management

Parking
Management
Parking
Management
Information
Management

Traffic
Management

Parking
Management
Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management
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Lead Agency

Project

SORTA

CAD/AVL/MDT Upgrade

SORTA

Automated Passenger
Counting Systems

SORTA

Uptown Smart Hub (PID
109079)

SORTA

Traffic Signal Priority

SORTA

Collision Avoidance
Systems

SORTA

Fleetwatch System
Upgrade

SORTA

Mobility On-Demand
Scheduling Software

SORTA

On-Board Annunciation
System

SORTA

Destination Signs
Software

SORTA

Driver Monitoring System

Project

Phase

Project Cost

Upgrade Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location (CAD / AVL) & Mobile
Data Terminal (MDT) system on all SORTA fleet vehicles. Additional Functionalities include
MDT Log ON, Route Adherence, Transfer Connection Protection, Pre-Trip, Mileage
Capturing, Detour Information, Destination Signs, Yard Management system.

Phase 1

$1,797,120

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT01: Transit Vehicle Tracking

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$992,972

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT07: Transit Passenger Counting

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$35,310,000

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

PT14: Multi-modal Coordination

Public
Transportation
Public
Transportation

Project would procure enough automated passenger counters (APCs) to cover the entire
fleet.
Multi-modal transportation facility with fixed route bus access, CAV shuttle services, and
park and ride connections. Project will be located within an area bound by Reading Rd.,
Whittier Ave., I-71 and MLK Dr.
Implement bus traffic signal priority along key transit corridors to improve transit travel
time.
Install collision avoidance systems on 100% of transit fleet. Includes: Turn Alert: This
system gives an audible and visual alert to pedestrians and cyclists at crosswalks when a
bus is making a turn. The system also gives an audible voice alert to the bus operator to
look both ways when making left or right-hand turns. The system includes flashing LED
strobe lights that act as a visual warning to pedestrians and cyclists as the vehicle is
turning. Rear Impact Collision Warning System: This system uses a sensor to track the
distance to the vehicle following the bus and provides a visual signal to warn drivers
following too closely of a potential collision. Side Collision Warning System: This is also
called Lane Change and Merge Collision Avoidance technology, which plays a dual role.
First, it provides support for detecting and warning the transit operator of vehicles and
objects in adjacent lanes (e.g., in blind spots).
Fleetwatch is used by Maintenance to track mileage (miles run, idle time and fluid usage)
through both J1939 as well as wirelessly connect with backend system at bus washer.
However, the control panels at each island are 12 years old and need to be replaced since
Fleetwatch cannot repair them anymore.
Scheduling and dispatching software for mobility on-demand (MOD) service
accommodates advanced trip reservations, standing orders, and immediate requests that
supports route deviation service and intermodal/interagency connections as well any type
of MOD service. Mobility on-demand scheduling software, in conjunction with AVL/CAD,
can be used to perform coordinated transportation allowing SORTA to move some riders
more efficiently by transferring them between fixed route and MOD vehicles.
On-board annunciators are used in fixed route service to announce the upcoming stop to
passengers, using both visual and audible means. The visual announcement is provided
using an on-board single or multi line electronic message sign. The audible message is
provided using pre-recorded voice announcements.
The destination signs are mounted on the front of the bus to display the route number and
name that bus is running.
Driver monitoring technology is intended to improve safety of drivers and passengers. The
technology uses sensors that monitor how drivers apply the brakes and accelerator as well
as their handling of the steering wheel. Using sophisticated algorithms, the system will flag
any unsafe driving habits.

ACCESS Vehicle Smart
To be implemented for ACCESS riders to purchase and pay for trips.
Card
*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.
SORTA

Source of Cost

Service Package

Need Area

Phase 1

$1,623,659

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT09: Transit Signal Priority
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System

Phase 1

$3,084,400

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT13: Vehicle Turning Right in Front
of a Transit Vehicle

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$677,000

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT06: Transit Fleet Management

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$570,800

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT03: Dynamic Transit Operations

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$2,268,000

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT08: Transit Traveler Information

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$6,360

Metro ITS Strategic Plan

PT08: Transit Traveler Information

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$1,200,000

OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

PT05: Transit Security

Public
Transportation

Phase 1

$250,000

SORTA Transit Staff

PT04: Transit Fare Collection
Management

Public
Transportation
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Lead Agency

Project

Project

Phase

Project Cost

SORTA

Facility Surveillance
Systems

Install surveillance cameras at SORTA facilities to decrease safety risks in the outside areas.

Phase 1

$575,000

TANK

CAD/AVL Upgrade

Upgrade to Next Generation Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location (CAD
/ AVL) system on all TANK fleet vehicles.

Phase 1

$4,000,000

TANK

Trip Planning Systems

C37 web-based trip planning system, incident management system, complaint / comment
system, and miscellaneous internal projects.

Phase 1

BCRTA

Transit Fleet Diagnostics
System

Implementation of real-time vehicle diagnostics and data communication for analytics and
predictive maintenance.

Phase 2

BCRTA

Traffic Signal Priority

Implement bus traffic signal priority along key transit corridors to improve transit travel
time.

Phase 2

BCRTA

Connected Autonomous
Technology

Equip bus fleet with autonomous technology or driver-assistive safety technology.

Traffic Control Center and
Corridor Project Tier 2

The TCC would expand to include future corridors throughout the three northern Kentucky
Counties (Boone, Kenton and Campbell). Additional corridor locations will be identified for
installation and upgrade of advanced signal technologies such as adaptive signal and
vehicles to infrastructure communication.

ITS/Traffic Signal Upgrade
Phase 2b

Install centrally-controlled signal system - with fiber optics, PTZ cameras and updated
traffic signals along remaining system including Reed Hartman Hwy from Glendale-Milford
Rd to Cooper Rd, along Glendale-Milford/Pfeiffer Rd from Reed Hartman Hwy to Storybook
Lane, along Kenwood Rd from Cross County Hwy to Cornell Rd, and on Cornell Rd from
Reed Hartman Hwy to LoBelle Ave.

Phase 2

Boone County

City of Blue Ash

TANK Transit Staff

PT01: Transit Vehicle Tracking

Public
Transportation

$215,000

OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

PT02: Transit Fixed-Route Operations

Public
Transportation

$200,099

Costs estimated by OKI staff

PT06: Transit Fleet Management

Public
Transportation

$350,099

Costs estimated by OKI staff

PT09: Transit Signal Priority
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

$200,000

Costs | ITS Deployment
Evaluation (dot.gov)

VS16: Automated Vehicle Operations

Public
Transportation

Phase 2

$7,000,099

Costs estimated by OKI staff

TM03: Traffic Signal Control

Traffic
Management

Phase 2

City of
Cincinnati

Adaptive Signals OTRWest End (PID 115277)

Establish a fiber optic communications platform to interconnect traffic signals in the West
End, Queensgate, Pendleton and OTR neighborhoods. Includes underground duct bank,
fiber cable, network communications, traffic signal controllers for adaptive system.

Phase 2

CTC

CAD/AVL System

Installation of Computer-Aided Dispatch / Automatic Vehicle Location (CAD / AVL) system
on all CTC fleet vehicles.

CTC

Electronic Fare Collection
System

Create a 6-mile corridor on US-50 from SR-350 to I-275 with added wireless interconnect,
and 6 -20 suburban, adaptive, transit signal preemption.

RHH Phase 2 Costs
Spreadsheet - Gordon Perry City of Blue Ash
$1,030,000

Install digital message signs along major traffic corridors and linked to Central System.

TSMO Corridor 1 (2050
MTP)

Need Area
Public
Transportation

Digital Message Signs

INDOT

Service Package
PT05: Transit Security

City of Blue Ash

Installation of GFI electronic fare collection systems in all revenue vehicles.

Source of Cost
OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

Phase 2

Phase 2

Phase 2

TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance

Traffic
Management

TM03: Traffic Signal Control

RHH Phase 2 Costs
Spreadsheet - Gordon Perry City of Blue Ash

TM06: Traffic Information
Dissemination

Information
Management

OKI FY 2021-2024 TIP

TM03: Traffic Signal Control

Traffic
Management

$370,000

OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

PT01: Transit Vehicle Tracking

Public
Transportation

$425,000

OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

PT04: Transit Fare Collection
Management

Public
Transportation

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
PT09: Transit Signal Priority

Traffic
Management

$8,560,000

$480,000

*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.
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Lead Agency

KYTC

Project

Smart Corridor Phase 2

Project
Project would include the remaining portion of US-27 from 3rd Street to 11th Street in
Newport and from Southgate boundary to NKU. Project would include installation and
upgrade of advanced signal technologies such as adaptive signals, fiber optics to link the
traffic control system, and potentially install CCTV technology. Project would include
Newport, Southgate, Fort Thomas, Highland Heights, and NKU.

KYTC

TSMO Corridor 3
Enhanced Bus Transit
Corridor (2050 MTP)

Create a 9.5 mile high-frequency, enhanced bus transit corridor on US-25 (Dixie Hwy) from
Pike St. to Ewing Blvd., with improved bus stop/station design and amenities. Add wireless
interconnect, 6 -20 signals suburban, adaptive, transit signal preemption, adaptive signals.

KYTC

TSMO Corridor 4 Smart
Corridor (2050 MTP)

Create 3-mile corridor on KY-18 from I-75 to KY-237, with added wireless interconnect, and
6 -20 suburban, adaptive, transit signal preemption.

KYTC

TSMO Corridor 5 Smart
Lane (2050 MTP)

Phase

Project Cost

Phase 2

$13,700,099

Source of Cost

Costs estimated by OKI staff

Need Area

Traffic
Management

PS03: Emergency Vehicle Preemption
PT09: Transit Signal Priority
$9,170,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

Phase 2

$520,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement, cameras, poles, ramp metering,
hard shoulder running, power along 7-mile corridor on I-71/75 from Ohio River to I-275.

Phase 2

$13,080,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

KYTC

TSMO Corridor 6 Smart
Lane (2050 MTP)

Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement, cameras, poles, ramp metering,
hard shoulder running, power along 10-mile corridor on I-275 from I-71/75 to Combs-Hehl
Bridge.

Phase 2

$22,740,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

KYTC

TSMO Corridor 7 Smart
Lane (2050 MTP)

Install/improve fiber, DMS, minor shoulder pavement, cameras, poles, ramp metering,
hard shoulder running, power along 5.6-mile corridor on I-471 from I-275 to Ohio River.

Phase 2

$12,750,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

ODOT

TSMO Corridor 8 Smart
Corridor (2050 MTP)

(TSMO) Corridor 8 (2050 MTP): Interconnected and adaptive signal upgrade on US-27
(Colerain Ave.) from Struble Rd. to Blue Rock Rd.)

Phase 2

$730,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

ODOT

TSMO Corridor 9 Smart
Lane (2050 MTP)

Install hard shoulder running (HSR) smart lane with fiber, DMS, cameras, poles, and power
on I-71 from McMillan Ave. to I-275.

Phase 2

$22,800,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

ODOT

TSMO Corridor 10 Smart
Lane (2050 MTP)

Implement smart lane westbound I-275 from Loveland-Madeira to Reed Hartman
Highway.

Phase 2

$17,270,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

Phase 2

$6,000,000

2050 OKI Metropolitan
Transportation Plan

Implement ramp metering along interstates within the OKI region. This includes ramp
metering along I-71 from Gilbert Ave. to SR-48 (excluding storage improvements at
ODOT
Ramp Metering
Reading, Gilbert, Williams, Pfeiffer, and Kenwood). Ramp metering currently exists in West
Chester Township at the I-75 exit at Union Centre Blvd on-ramps in conjunction with
interchange modification to DDI and along I-74 in Ohio.
*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.

Service Package
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System

Phase 2

TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM04: Connected Vehicle Traffic
Signals System
PT09: Transit Signal Priority
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
TM05: Traffic Metering
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
TM05: Traffic Metering
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
TM05: Traffic Metering
TM03: Traffic Signal Control
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use
TM01: Infrastructure-Based Traffic
Surveillance
TM22: Dynamic Lane Management
and Shoulder Use

TM05: Traffic Metering

Public
Transportation

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management
Traffic
Management
Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management

Traffic
Management
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Lead Agency
ODOT / KYTC /
INDOT

Project
Regional DOT ITS
Communication Field
Devices

Project
Extend ITS field devices in OKI region and communications on freeway system with ODOT
Statewide Traffic Management Center (TMC). Target the installation to meet needs. Full
instrumentation may not be required.
Vehicle Safety Monitoring: Project would implement a vehicle safety monitoring system to
alert drivers of a construction zone, roadway hazard, or speed change.

Phase

Project Cost

Phase 2

$8,600,000

Phase 2

*

2008 Stakeholder Meeting 2

TM02: Vehicle-Based Traffic
Surveillance

Costs estimated by OKI staff

PT07: Transit Passenger Counting

TANK Transit Staff

PT09: Transit Signal Priority

Public
Transportation

Costs estimated by OKI staff

PT03: Dynamic Transit Operations

Public
Transportation

ODOT / KYTC /
INDOT

Vehicle Safety Monitoring

TANK

Automated Passenger
Counting Systems

Install APC system on entire transit fleet.

Phase 2

$800,099

Traffic Signal Priority

Implement bus traffic signal priority along key transit corridors to improve transit travel
time. This includes creating a high-frequency bus transit corridor, paint sharrows or shared
lane markings. Transit signal preemption (KY 17 - Covington Transit Center to TANK Fort
Wright Transit Hub).

Phase 2

$4,000,000

Phase 2

$300,099

TANK

Procure and implement scheduling software providing customers the option to schedule
trips online as well as providing a service to update passengers via text messages.
*Costs to complete the project have not yet been determined.
WCTS

Trip Planning Systems

Source of Cost
OKI 2016 Regional ITS
Architecture and Strategic
Plan

Service Package
TM01: Network Surveillance

Need Area
Traffic
Management
Traveler
Information
Public
Transportation
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Appendix A: Stakeholder Outreach Survey Results
Part 1: Transportation Needs Assessment
Please prioritize your organizations transportation needs.
The list below includes common transportation needs that can be addressed through the use of
ITS technologies. Considering the existing conditions within your community or region, rank the
priority of the needs using the scale – High, Medium, Low, Not a need. Use only one ranking for
each need identified.
1. What type of organization are you?

2. Needs Area: Incident Management
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Other Responses:



CVG is customer and employee focused. Having access to information will help
to communicate travel issues to our passengers and employees trying to get
to CVG on time.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.

3. Needs Area: Traffic Management

Other Responses:



Need for more truck parking infrastructure in the County.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.
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4. Needs Area: Emergency Management

Other Responses:




Relative to other comparable cities, Cincinnati has a reasonable safety record,
however, it can always be improved with the help of IT-- particularly
emergency response and support, including coordination with all stakeholder
agencies: communication, safety, transportation, clean-up (landslides), hazmat (spills), etc.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.
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5. Needs Area: Public Transportation

Other Responses:



Identify and preserve LRT network infrastructure, such as land, lanes, track
rights, tunnels, etc.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.
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6. Needs Area: Maintenance and Operations

Other Responses:


Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.
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7. Needs Area: Traveler Information

Other Responses:



Need special event traffic info during regular business hours.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events
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8. Needs Area: Information Management

Other Responses:






Need better crash data analysis, and follow-up reports so that adequate
responses and mitigation measures are applied. If a band-aid approach works,
use it. If a major infrastructure improvement is truly called for, than budget
for it. Goal: IT data use to reduce politics from unfortunate incidents.
Consider: Mapping developments/developers that don't install sidewalks.
Goal: to preserve public dollars for crumbling infrastructure in excess of life
span rather than awarding to fix what could/should have been avoided
through legislation and adequate code enforcement. Public funds awarded to
municipalities for sidewalks could be conditioned on the municipality(s)
legislation to mandate sidewalks for all new development and/or major
infrastructure construction, so tracking MPO-wide subdivision regulation
discrepancies might be helpful.
Providing real-time communications to efficiently/effectively guide drivers to
available parking for riverfront events.
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Appendix B: 2021 Connected Vehicle / Automated Vehicle Update
Background and Purpose
The purpose of this appendix is to inform the ITS stakeholders in the region about changes to the
OKI Regional ITS Architecture. The Connected Vehicle / Automated Vehicle (CV/AV) Update to
the OKI Regional ITS Architecture was performed in 2021. The CV/AV Update incorporated the
Statewide CV/AV Architecture into the regional ITS architecture. The development of the
Statewide CV/AV Architecture was a DriveOhio/Ohio DOT-led effort to streamline project
planning and development for CV/AV technology in Ohio.
The State of Ohio initiated a Systems Engineering Analysis (SEA) in 2018 to create a statewide
framework to guide CV/AV technology deployments across the state. This framework is intended
to promote consistency and interoperability amongst the CV/AV technologies and supporting
systems implemented through various ongoing, planned, and future projects by a wide range of
stakeholders. It also offers users a significant head start in performing systems engineering
analyses for individual projects, when needed, along with helpful tools for planning and
implementation.
A statewide CV/AV architecture was developed as the first step in the SEA. The Ohio Statewide
CV/AV Architecture is a roadmap for the deployment and integration of CV/AV and ITS
technologies throughout the state of Ohio for the next fifteen years. The Architecture helps guide
the planning, implementation, and integration of ITS and CV/AV technologies deployed and
managed by various agencies that provide transportation services in Ohio.

Summary of Changes
Multiple changes were made to the OKI Regional ITS Architecture, including information on
stakeholders, ITS/CV/AV elements, service packages, functional requirements, interfaces and
applicable standards. The updated architecture is documented and stored in the electronic RADIT database and on the architecture website. Key changes to the architecture are summarized
below.
ARC-IT Version
The Regional ITS Architecture was updated using ARC-IT version 9.0 and RAD-IT version 9.0.
Subsystems and Interconnections
The graphic on the next page illustrates the updated architecture subsystems and primary types
of inter connections (or communications) between these subsystems. The shaded areas indicate
the functions and services do not currently exist or have not been planned in the region.
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Figure B-1 Updated OKI Regional ITS Architecture Physical Object Interconnect Diagram

ITS Inventory Elements
The CV/AV Update introduced several new ITS elements to the region. The new elements are
mainly related to technology and systems that enable or support the operation of CV/AV
technologies.
Figure B-2 ITS Elements Added to the OKI Regional ITS Architecture
Stakeholder
Cities and Counties
City and County Law Enforcement
Agencies
City and County Public Works Departments
DriveOhio
General Public (Stakeholder Group)

New ITS Element
• City and County CV Authorizing Center
• City and County CV Service Monitoring Systems
• City and County Law Enforcement
• City and County Connected Vehicle Roadside Equipment
• City and County Traffic Data Archives
• Ohio Mobility Apps
• Basic Vehicles
• Cyclists
• Pedestrians
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Stakeholder

ODOT

Ohio Emergency Management Agency
Ohio State Highway Patrol
Ohio State University
Private Companies
Private Map Data Providers
Private Weather Service Providers
Public Agencies (Stakeholder Group)
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO)
Research Institutes
SORTA
University of Cincinnati

New ITS Element
• ODOT 511 Telephone Information Service
• ODOT Automated Gate Closure Systems
• ODOT Certification System
• ODOT Cooperative ITS Credentials Management System
• ODOT CV Authorizing Center
• ODOT CV Service Monitor System
• ODOT Event Streaming Platform
• ODOT Lane Control Devices
• ODOT Maintenance and Construction Center Personnel
• ODOT Object Registration and Discovery System
• ODOT Rest Area Tourist Information Centers
• ODOT Speed Monitoring Roadside Equipment
• ODOT Variable Speed Limit Signs
• ODOT Wide Area Information Disseminator System
• Ohio Emergency Alert System
• Ohio State Highway Patrol Weigh-in-Motion Stations
• OSU Center of Automotive Research
• Private EV Charging Stations
• Private Map Update Systems
• Private Weather Service Systems
• ITS Communications Equipment
• Public Agency EV Charging Stations
• PUCO Commercial Vehicle Registration System
• Transportation Research Centers
• SORTA Equipment and Fleet Service Facilities
• SORTA Transit Information Systems
• University of Cincinnati Shuttle Dispatch
• University of Cincinnati Shuttle Vehicles

Service Packages
The table below shows the service packages that were added to the Regional ITS Architecture
as a result of the CV/AV Update.
Figure B-3 Service Packages Added to the OKI Regional ITS Architecture
Package
CVO06
CVO08
CVO09
CVO10
MC09
PM06

Service Package Name
Freight Signal Priority
Smart Roadside and Virtual WIM
Freight-Specific Dynamic Travel Planning
Road Weather Information for Freight Carriers
Infrastructure Monitoring
Loading Zone Management
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Package
PS07
PT11
PT12
PT13
PT16
PT17
ST05
ST08
SU01
SU02
SU03
SU04
SU05
SU06
SU08
SU09
SU12
TI06
TI07
TM04
TM14
TM19
TM21
VS01
VS02
VS03
VS05
VS06
VS07
VS08
VS09
VS12
VS14
VS15
VS16
WX03

Service Package Name
Incident Scene Safety Monitoring
Transit Pedestrian Indication
Transit Vehicle at Station/Stop Warnings
Vehicle Turning Right in Front of a Transit Vehicle
Route ID for the Visually Impaired
Transit Connection Protection
Electric Charging Stations Management
Eco-Approach and Departure at Signalized Intersections
Connected Vehicle System Monitoring and Management
Core Authorization
Data Distribution
Map Management
Location and Time
Object Registration and Discovery
Security and Credentials Management
Device Certification and Enrollment
Vehicle Maintenance
Dynamic Ridesharing and Shared Use Transportation
In-Vehicle Signage
Connected Vehicle Traffic Signal System
Advanced Railroad Grade Crossing
Roadway Closure Management
Speed Harmonization
Autonomous Vehicle Safety Systems
V2V Basic Safety
Situational Awareness
Curve Speed Warning
Stop Sign Gap Assist
Road Weather Motorist Alert and Warning
Queue Warning
Reduced Speed Zone Warning / Lane Closure
Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
Infrastructure Enhanced Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control
Automated Vehicle Operations
Spot Weather Impact Warning

Interfaces
Interfaces to support data exchange, particularly for CV/AV technologies and systems, were
added to the Regional ITS Architecture. Details of the updated interfaces were documented in
the RAD-IT database and the architecture website.
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Architecture Website
The OKI Regional ITS Architecture website was updated to document and store the latest
architecture for the region. The website continues to serve as a one-stop shop for stakeholders
to obtain the latest information on the Regional ITS Architecture and the ITS Strategic Plan to
support planning, development, deployment and integration of ITS and CV/AV technologies in
the region.
With the inclusion of the CV/AV systems in the Regional ITS Architecture, CV/AV projects within
the OKI planning area may utilize the streamlined review and approval process developed by
DriveOhio and ODOT.
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Appendix C: Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities
Transportation
Service

Stakeholder
Cities and Counties
City of Cincinnati
Clermont Transportation
Connection
INDOT
KYTC
ODOT
ODOT/KYTC

Archived Data
Systems

OKI

SORTA

TANK

Cincinnati Police
Cities and Counties
Indiana State Police
Commercial
Vehicle
Operations

Kentucky State Police
Ohio State Highway Patrol
Private Fleet and Freight
Operators
Private Riverfront Terminal
Operators

Roles/Responsibilities
Provide traffic and traveler information with regional planning
organizations.
Provide traffic and traveler information with regional planning
organizations.
Provide transit information with regional planning organizations.
Share archived traffic and traveler information with regional
planning organizations.
Share archived traffic and traveler information with regional
planning organizations.
Share archived traffic and traveler information with regional
planning organizations.
Collect and archive traffic information.
Share archived traffic and traveler information with regional
planning organizations and other traffic agencies.
Collect and archive transit information from regional transit
providers.
Share archived traffic and transit information with other
transportation agencies.
Collect and archive traffic information from regional traffic
management centers and transportation agencies.
Provide transit information to regional planning organizations.
Collect and archive transit information.
Share archived transit information with regional planning
organizations.
Share archived transit information with regional planning
organizations.
Provide transit information with regional planning organizations.
Provide transit information to regional planning organizations.
Receive spill notification for hazardous materials (HAZMAT) from
private commercial fleets.
Receive spill notification for hazardous materials (HAZMAT) from
private commercial fleets.
Receive spill notification for hazardous materials (HAZMAT) from
private commercial fleets.
Receive spill notification for hazardous materials (HAZMAT) from
private commercial fleets.
Receive spill notification for hazardous materials (HAZMAT) from
private commercial fleets.
Send hazmat spill information to public safety agencies.
Send hazmat spill information to public safety agencies.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Operate a regional PSAP (public safety answering point).
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Dispatch City of Cincinnati Police vehicles to respond to
emergencies.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.

Cincinnati Police

Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Receive Amber Alert and other wide area alert information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Operate the regional emergency operations center for incident
coordination with regional emergency management providers.
Coordinate wide area alert notifications with regional traffic
management agencies; regional emergency management agencies;
regional maintenance and construction agencies; and the regional
transit agencies.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.

Emergency
Management

Cities and Counties

City of Cincinnati

Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Receive Amber Alert from the Cincinnati Regional Operations
Center.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Receive wide area alert information from the Cincinnati Regional
Operations Center and the State Police.
Coordinate wide area alert notifications with regional traffic
management agencies; regional emergency management agencies;
regional maintenance and construction agencies; and the regional
transit agencies
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Dispatch county and municipal public safety vehicles to respond to
emergencies.
Operate a regional PSAP (public safety answering point).
Operate the regional emergency operations center for incident
coordination with regional emergency management providers.
Receive Amber Alert from the Cincinnati Regional Operations
Center.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

City of Cincinnati

CVG

Indiana State Police
Emergency
Management

Roles/Responsibilities
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS and other public safety agencies.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Dispatch CVG public safety vehicles to respond to incidents in the
jurisdiction.
Dispatch Indiana State Police vehicles to respond to incidents in the
jurisdiction.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Dispatch KSP vehicles to respond to incidents in the jurisdiction.

Kentucky State Police

Ohio State Highway Patrol

Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Dispatch OSHP vehicles to respond to incidents in the jurisdiction.
Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

ODOT/KYTC

Other Public Safety
Providers

Emergency
Management

TRI-EMAD

University of Cincinnati

Freeway
Management

INDOT

Roles/Responsibilities
Provide the dispatch of and suggested route information to the
regional service patrols operated by KYTC and ODOT.
Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Receive Amber Alert from the Cincinnati Regional Operations
Center.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
Dispatch public safety vehicles to respond to incidents in the
jurisdiction.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Coordinate emergency response between regional, county and
municipal public safety agencies.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Provide incident information to the regional traffic, maintenance,
and construction agencies, as well as regional ISPs.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
Cincinnati Regional Operations Center.
Coordinate incident response and incident reports with the county
sheriff/fire/EMS/EOC, local police/fire/EMS, and other public safety
agencies.
Dispatch campus public safety vehicles to respond to incidents in
the jurisdiction.
Receive Amber Alert from the Cincinnati Regional Operations
Center.
Coordinate regional emergency plans; evacuation and re-entry
plans, and disaster management plans.
Participate in incident response, coordination, and reporting for the
regional incident and mutual aid network.
Provide traffic information reports to other agencies.
Monitor traffic sensors on the highways.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder
INDOT

KYTC

ODOT
Freeway
Management

Roles/Responsibilities
Monitor surveillance cameras on the highways.
Operate freeway traffic information devices (e.g., DMS and HAR
equipment)
Monitor traffic sensors on the highways.
Monitor surveillance cameras on the highways.
Control highway traffic with ramp meters and lane control signals,
including reversible lanes.
Operate freeway traffic information devices (e.g., DMS and HAR
equipment)
Provide traffic information reports to other agencies.
Monitor surveillance cameras on the highways.
Operate freeway traffic information devices (e.g., DMS and HAR
equipment)
Monitor traffic sensors on the highways.
Provide traffic information reports to other agencies.
Determine travel times on the highways.
Control highway traffic with ramp meters and lane control signals,
including reversible lanes.
Monitor traffic sensors on the highways.

ODOT/KYTC

Determine travel times on the highways.
Monitor surveillance cameras on the highways.
Collect road weather information.
Provide traffic information reports to other agencies.

ODOT/KYTC

Operate freeway traffic information devices (e.g., DMS and HAR
equipment).
Operate and monitor dynamic lane management signs for shoulder
use as part of ATDM projects on interstate highways.
Control highway traffic with ramp meters, high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes, and lane control signals, including reversible lanes.

Incident
Management

Cincinnati Police

Operate and monitor variable speed limit signs as part of ATDM
projects on interstate highways.
Operate a regional PSAP (public safety answering point) and receive
calls for incidents within the region.
Provide incident information to traffic management and public
safety agencies.
Coordinate maintenance resources in response to incidents with the
city maintenance department.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch City of Cincinnati public safety vehicles for incidents on City
operated roadways.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Perform incident detection and verification within the city, and
provide this information to traffic management agencies and other
public safety agencies.
Operate a regional PSAP (public safety answering point) and receive
calls for incidents within the region.
Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on
municipal and/or county operated arterials.
Adjust signal timing patterns in response to incidents.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.

Cities and Counties

Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.
Coordinate maintenance resources in response to incidents with the
county and municipal maintenance department, and the state
district maintenance section.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.

Incident
Management

Dispatch county or municipal public safety vehicles for incidents on
county and/or municipal operated roadways.
Perform incident detection and verification for areas under its
jurisdiction, and provide this information to traffic management
agencies and other public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on municipal and/or county
operated roadways and through local or regional information
service providers and website.
Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on city operated roadways
and through local or regional information service providers and
website.
City of Cincinnati

Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on city
operated arterials.
Adjust signal timing patterns in response to incidents.
Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

City of Cincinnati

CVG

Roles/Responsibilities
Perform incident detection and verification within the city, and
provide this information to traffic management agencies and other
public safety agencies.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch City of Cincinnati public safety vehicles for incidents on City
operated roadways.
Coordinate maintenance resource response to incidents within the
city with local public safety agencies and the city maintenance
department.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Perform incident detection and verification for areas under its
jurisdiction, and provide this information to traffic management
agencies and other public safety agencies.
Dispatch airport public safety vehicles for incidents on the airport.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Perform incident detection and verification for state operated
roadways, and provide this information to traffic management
agencies and other public safety agencies.

Incident
Management
Indiana State Police

Dispatch KSP public safety vehicles for incidents on state operated
roadways.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch KSP vehicles to respond to incidents in the jurisdiction.
Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.
Coordinate maintenance resource response to incidents within the
state's jurisdiction with local public safety agencies.

INDOT

Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on state operated roadways
and through local or regional information service providers and
website.
Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on state
operated roadways.
Adjust signal timing patterns in response to incidents.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Kentucky State Police

Roles/Responsibilities
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Perform incident detection and verification for state operated
roadways, and provide this information to traffic management
agencies and other public safety agencies.
Dispatch KSP public safety vehicles for incidents on state operated
roadways.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch KSP vehicles to respond to incidents in the jurisdiction.
Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.

KYTC

Coordinate maintenance resource response to incidents within the
state's jurisdiction with local public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on state operated roadways
and through local or regional information service providers and
website.

Incident
Management

Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on state
operated roadways.
Adjust signal timing patterns in response to incidents.
Coordinate maintenance resource response to incidents within the
state's jurisdiction with local public safety agencies.
Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.
ODOT

Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on state operated roadways
and through local or regional information service providers and
website.
Adjust signal timing patterns in response to incidents.
Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on state
operated roadways.

ODOT/KYTC

Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Coordinate maintenance resource response to incidents within
metro region with local public safety agencies.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of
incidents and send traffic/incident information and traffic images to
local and county public safety agencies and emergency operation
centers.

ODOT/KYTC

Provide maintenance resources in response to incidents on
roadways within the metro region.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information
devices (e.g., dynamic message signs) on roadways within metro
region and through local or regional information service providers
and website.

Ohio State Highway Patrol

Incident
Management

Dispatch OHSP public safety vehicles for incidents on state operated
roadways.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Perform incident detection and verification for state operated
roadways, and provide this information to traffic management
agencies and other public safety agencies.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch public safety vehicles for incidents on roadways or in areas
under the agency's jurisdiction.

Other Public Safety
Providers

Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.
Perform incident detection and verification for its jurisdiction, and
provide this information to traffic management agencies and other
public safety agencies.

Private Riverfront Terminal
Operators
TRI-EMAD

University of Cincinnati

Provide incident information to other traffic management and
public safety agencies.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Perform incident detection and verification for its jurisdiction, and
provide this information to traffic management agencies and other
public safety agencies.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies and
traffic management agencies as appropriate.
Dispatch campus public safety vehicles for incidents on campus.
Coordinate operations with traffic management agencies during
scheduled events.

Maintenance
and Construction

Cities and Counties

Maintenance vehicles provide automated maintenance status
information to county and city roadway maintenance and
construction operations, as well as the county and local equipment
repair facility.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with other
county and city maintenance and the construction and maintenance
sections of the state transportation agency.
Receive AVL information from county and city maintenance vehicles.
Manage work zones for all county and city maintenance and
construction activities and monitor work zone safety with county
and city field equipment and vehicles.

Cities and Counties

Maintenance
and Construction

Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers
Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with other county
and city maintenance and construction operations; and with the
state transportation agency.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, state police and 911
emergency call centers.
Perform maintenance on ITS field equipment owned by the cities
and counties in the region
Perform maintenance on ITS field equipment owned by the City of
Cincinnati.
Receive road weather information from field equipment.
Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers

City of Cincinnati

Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, Ohio State Highway
Patrol and 911 emergency call centers
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with other county
and city maintenance and construction operations; and with ODOT.
Manage work zones for all city maintenance and construction
activities and monitor work zone safety with city field equipment
and vehicles.
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with other
county and city maintenance and the ODOT district construction and
maintenance section.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Maintenance vehicles provide automated maintenance status
information to the city roadway maintenance and construction
operations, as well as the city equipment repair facility

City of Cincinnati

INDOT

Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
Receive AVL information from the City of Cincinnati maintenance
vehicles.
Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers
Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
Perform maintenance on ITS field equipment owned by INDOT.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, Indiana State Police
and 911 emergency call centers.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with county and
city maintenance and construction operations; and with other
INDOT districts.

Maintenance
and Construction
INDOT

Receive AVL information from INDOT maintenance vehicles.
Maintenance vehicles provide automated maintenance status
information to the district roadway maintenance and construction
operations, as well as the district equipment repair facility.
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with county and
city maintenance and the construction and maintenance sections of
other INDOT districts.
Manage work zones for all district maintenance and construction
activities and monitor work zone safety with district field equipment
and vehicles.
Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers

KYTC

Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
Perform maintenance on ITS field equipment owned by KYTC.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, Kentucky State Police
and 911 emergency call centers.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with county and
city maintenance and construction operations; and with other KYTC
districts.
Receive AVL information from KYTC maintenance vehicles.

KYTC

Maintenance vehicles provide automated maintenance status
information to the district roadway maintenance and construction
operations, as well as the district equipment repair facility.
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with county and
city maintenance and the construction and maintenance sections of
other KYTC districts.
Manage work zones for all district maintenance and construction
activities and monitor work zone safety with district field equipment
and vehicles.
Perform maintenance on ITS field equipment owned by ODOT.
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with county and
city maintenance and other ODOT district construction and
maintenance sections.
Receive road weather information from field equipment.
Receive AVL information from ODOT district maintenance vehicles.
Manage work zones for all district maintenance and construction
activities and monitor work zone safety with district field equipment
and vehicles.

Maintenance
and Construction

ODOT

Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with county and
city maintenance and construction operations; and with other ODOT
districts.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, Ohio State Highway
Patrol and 911 emergency call centers.
Maintenance vehicles provide automated maintenance status
information to district roadway maintenance and construction
operations, as well as the district equipment repair facility.
Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers

ODOT/KYTC

Provide maintenance and construction information to regional
traffic operations, and to the traveling public through portable DMS
devices.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
county fire/EMS/sheriff, local police/fire/EMS, state police and 911
emergency call centers.
Receive maintenance resource requests for incident response from
the regional county and city traffic management systems.
Coordinate maintenance resources for incidents with county and
city maintenance and construction operations; and with the state
transportation agency.

Maintenance
and Construction

ODOT/KYTC

Manage work zones for all regional maintenance and construction
activities on state highways and monitor work zone safety with
regional field equipment and vehicles.

City of Cincinnati
Parking
Management

Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with county and
city maintenance and the construction and maintenance sections of
the state transportation agencies in the region.

City of Cincinnati
KYTC
ODOT

Cities and Counties

Distribute maintenance and construction work plan information,
and asset restrictions to regional traffic agencies; regional transit
providers; regional emergency services; the media; private rail
operations; and multimodal service providers
Receive AVL information from state, county and city maintenance
vehicles.
Receive road weather information from field equipment.
Establish relationships with financial institutions for smart card
payments.
Receive parking lot input from City of Cincinnati traffic control
center for traffic coordination at parking facilities
Provide parking information and parking lot reservation capabilities
to regional traveler information systems.
Provide parking information to local area transit systems.
Operate and maintain truck parking information system on I-71 / I75 in Boone County.
Operate and maintain truck parking information system on I-75 and
I-70 across the state.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.
Operate traffic signal systems on county-owned and/or municipal
arterials.
Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.
Monitor surveillance cameras on the surface streets.
Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.

Surface Street
Management

Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.
Operate traffic signal systems on municipal streets.
City of Cincinnati

Monitor surveillance cameras on the surface streets.
Provide signal priority for transit vehicles.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.
Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

Roles/Responsibilities
Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.

Hamilton County

Operate traffic signal systems on county-owned and/or municipal
arterials.
Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.

INDOT
Surface Street
Management

Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.
Operate traffic signal systems on state, county-owned and/or
municipal arterials.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.
Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.

KYTC

Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.
Operate traffic signal systems on state, county-owned and/or
municipal arterials.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.
Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.

ODOT

Transit Services

BCRTA

Collect traffic data from the traffic signal system sensors.
Operate traffic signal systems on state, county-owned and/or
municipal arterials.
Provide signal preemption for emergency vehicles.
Coordinate highway-rail intersection signal adjustments.
Collect transit passenger information on all fixed-route BCRTA
vehicles.
Coordinate transit schedules with other local transit agencies,
particularly at transit hubs and transit connection points.
Coordinate transit security incidents with regional public safety
agencies.
Coordinate with municipalities and counties for traffic signal
priority.
Provide a demand responsive bus transit plan to users/travelers via
the BCRTA website.
Provide automated transit maintenance scheduling through
automated vehicle condition reports on all transit vehicles.
Provide fixed route and demand responsive transit service for the
region.
Provide operator instructions to TANK vehicles in service.
Provide transit passenger electronic fare payment on all BCRTA
vehicles.
Provide transit schedule and fare information to the BCRTA traveler
information system
Provide transit security on all TANK vehicles through silent alarms
and on-board video surveillance.
Track and evaluate schedule performance on all BCRTA fixed-route
vehicles.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder
Cincinnati Police

Cincinnati Streetcar

Cities and Counties
City and County Law
Enforcement Agencies

Roles/Responsibilities
Respond to transit incident and security issues.
Collect transit passenger information on all Streetcar vehicles.
Coordinate transit security incidents with the City of Cincinnati
Police.
Coordinate with the City of Cincinnati Traffic Control Center for
traffic signal priority.
Provide light rail transit service for the region.
Provide transit security on all Streetcar vehicles through silent
alarms and on-board video surveillance.
Respond to transit incident and security issues.
Respond to transit incident and security issues.
Provide paratransit and demand responsive transit service for the
region.
Provide operator instructions to CTC vehicles in service.

Clermont Transportation
Connection

Transit Services

Track and evaluate schedule performance on all transit vehicles.
Coordinate transit schedules with other local transit agencies,
particularly at transit hubs and transit connection points.
Provide a demand responsive bus transit plan to users/travelers via
the CTC website.
Provide fixed route and demand responsive transit service for the
region.
Track and evaluate schedule performance on all transit vehicles.

Local Transit Operators

Provide operator instructions to transit vehicles in service.
Collect transit passenger information on all fixed-route vehicles.
Coordinate transit schedules with other local transit agencies,
particularly at transit hubs and transit connection points.
Coordinate security incidents with regional public safety agencies.
Track and evaluate schedule performance on all bus vehicles.

School Districts

Provide operator instructions to bus vehicles in service.
Provide automated transit maintenance scheduling through
automated vehicle condition reports on all transit vehicles.
Collect transit passenger information on all fixed-route SORTA
vehicles.
Provide transit schedule and fare information to the SORTA traveler
information system and to the City of Cincinnati.

SORTA

Provide automated transit maintenance scheduling through
automated vehicle condition reports on all transit vehicles.
Coordinate with the City of Cincinnati Traffic Control Center for
traffic signal priority.
Track and evaluate schedule performance on all SORTA fixed-route
vehicles.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder

SORTA

Transit Services

TANK

BCRTA

Roles/Responsibilities
Coordinate transit security incidents with the City of Cincinnati
Police.
Coordinate transit schedules with other local transit agencies,
particularly at transit hubs and transit connection points.
Provide transit security on all SORTA vehicles through silent alarms
and on-board video surveillance.
Provide operator instructions to SORTA vehicles in service.
Provide fixed route and demand responsive transit service for the
region.
Provide a demand responsive bus transit plan to users/travelers via
the SORTA website.
Provide transit passenger electronic fare payment on all SORTA
vehicles.
Collect transit passenger information on all fixed-route TANK
vehicles.
Provide operator instructions to TANK vehicles in service.
Provide fixed route and demand responsive transit service for the
region.
Track and evaluate schedule performance on all TANK fixed-route
vehicles.
Coordinate transit schedules with other local transit agencies,
particularly at transit hubs and transit connection points.
Provide transit passenger electronic fare payment on all TANK
vehicles.
Provide automated transit maintenance scheduling through
automated vehicle condition reports on all transit vehicles.
Provide a demand responsive bus transit plan to users/travelers via
the TANK website.
Coordinate with municipalities and counties for traffic signal
priority.
Coordinate transit security incidents with regional public safety
agencies.
Provide transit schedule and fare information to the TANK traveler
information system and to the City of Cincinnati.
Provide transit security on all TANK vehicles through silent alarms
and on-board video surveillance.
Collect transit and fare schedules, and provide it to the media and
private travelers.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.

Traveler
Information

Cities and Counties

City of Cincinnati

Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
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Transportation
Service

Stakeholder
City of Cincinnati

Hamilton County

INDOT

KYTC
Traveler
Information
ODOT

Roles/Responsibilities
Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Provide interactive traveler information, including trip planning
services, through the Web site and regional kiosks at rest areas,
visitor centers, and service plazas.

ODOT/KYTC

SORTA
TANK

Provide maintenance and construction information to the traveling
public through roadside equipment (e.g., DMS and HAR devices) and
traveler information systems.
Collect traffic and incident information, and provide it to the media
and private travelers.
Coordinate and share traveler information with all other traveler
information providers in the region.
Collect transit and fare schedules, and provide it to the media and
private travelers.
Collect transit and fare schedules, and provide it to the media and
private travelers.
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